Lockwood Announces 1976-77 Fellows
Twenty six members of the
Class of 1977 have been appointed
President's Fellows for the current
academic year. President Lockwood announced today. Each academic department and program at
the College named one outstanding
senior for this honor, which was
first established in the fall of 1974.
The Fellows meet periodically
with President Lockwood and various faculty and administrators for
discussions of educational- and
other matters. Referring to these
meetings, the President said in a
letter appointing each Fellow: "I
look forward to hearing your
comments. In particular, I will be
interested to learn your views

about the Trinity educational experience, since one of the primary
purposes of our discussions will be
to reflect on the value of the liberal
arts as they are embodied at the
College." ,
One of the purposes of the
President's Fellows program is
"to honor undergraduates who
have established truly superior
academic records," the President
said. "1 am pleased to have this
opportunity to recognize the kind of
intellectual excellence for which
Trinity stands."
The Fellows and the department or program which they
represent are as follows:

THE TRINITY

Biology, Paul Martha

History, Claudia Zanger

Sociology, Virginia Bartot

Chemistry, Reinhard Viehoff

Mathematics, Andrew Friedman

American Studies, Ross Lewin

Classics, Andrew McGurgan

Modern Languages, Mary Freeman

Computing Coordinate, Carey

Dance, Margaret Rubino

Music, Joseph Kluger

Economics, Richard Elliot

Philosophy, Richard Feinberg

Individualized Degree Program

Education, Belinda Lewis

Physics, David I. Greenspan

Holmes Morton

Engineering, Michael Zampaglione

Political Science, C. Robert

English, Martha Cooley

La Porte

Intercultural Studies, Tracey
Wilson

Zelinger

Theatre Arts, Philip Riley
Fine Arts, Peter Duke (Art History)

Psychology, Jeanette Witter

and Amy Weinrib (Studio Arts)

Religion, Mark Henrickson

Urban & Environmental Studies,
Fredrich Hornung
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Love joy Discusses Nuclear Peril
by Charles Spieer
"The government lied to us
about the Vietnam War and we've
got to use the same - analysis
when listening to the utilities!",
declared Sam Lovejoy during an
interview on Trinity's WRTC, Sept.
30. The program dealt with the
danger posed to human life and the
environment by the extensive use
of nuclear power as an energy
source by the public utilities.
Lovejoy catapulted to celebrity
after knocking down a tower that
was monitoring weather conditions
on the proposed site of a nuclear
power plant in Montague, Mass.
He was later acquitted on a
technicality,
"In answer to the question, can
you safely store radioactive wastes,
said Lovejoy, "the answer must
remain, no. There is no permanently effective way to dispose of
them." Why do the public utilities
continue to propagate the myth
that nuclear energy is' safe?
Because, Lovejoy said, it is a
question of money. From the
utilities point of view, he explained, it is still the cheapest way
to produce energy; other alternatives, such as coal, are close to
twice as expensive to produce.
Asked what the possible consequences of a major accident in a
nuclear power plant could be,
Alden Meyer, of Connecticut Citizen Action Group (CCAG) referred
to the Brookhaven reports of 1957
and 1965. The most recent, Meyer
explained, stated that in the event
of a major accident, 45,000 people
would be killed, 250,000 injured, a
land area the size of Pennsylvania
destroyed and a cost incurred of
about 17billion dollars. However,
Meyer added, it is the accidents
that occur daily that should concern
us most. He offered the example of
a leak found in a tank containing
radioactive wastes that was buried
near the Connecticut River, "What
are you going to d o , " he asked,
"put a sign up that tells the people
a million years from now not to
drink this water?" Most extensive
°f all, he complained is the
knowledge we do not have and the
consequences are immense. Does
the radioactivity emitted by these
plants cause an increase in cancer,
•n genetic damage? "We just don't
know," Meyer responded.
One problem memtioned by
both Lovejoy and Meyer was the
lack of security surrounding nuclear power plants. They both
noted that with the increase in acts
of terrorism and sabotage, it is not
at all inconceivable that nuclear

power plants could be used as
implements of political terrorism.
Later in the evening, following
a showing of Lovejoy's film "Lovejoy's Nuclear War", a question and
answer period was held, during
which the question of alternatives
to
nuclear energy was raised.
Lovejoy mentioned several, among
them, coal gasification, geothermal
power, and solar energy..
Before the radio interview,
Alden Meyer had said that, contrary to popular belief, solar energy
is currently applicable on a practical level for heating and cooling
and .that research is continuing
with the goal of turning solar
energy into a source of electricity.
However, Mey explained, the
money allotted by the government
to solar energy research is often
put in the hands of the big utilities
firms having invested" enormous
sums of money in nuclear energy,
he said they tend to divert the
money toward further research for
possible uses rather than research
toward practical application.
Meyer also said that an original
Energy Research and Development
Administration plan had called for
$330 million to be devoted to solar
energy research, a sum that
President Ford cut to $116 million.
In addition, Meyer noted that
employees were warned that if they
told what had been cut from the
budget, they would be fired.
The most worrisome aspect of
the nuclear energy problem, Lovejoy and Meyer both emphasized, is
the lack of citizen oversight on both
the federal and local levels.
The Joint Commission on Atomic Energy, Lovejoy said, has the
right to send legislation to the
House and the Senate at the same
time, without first submitting it to
the Committees on Finance. On the
local level, he continued, it is the
lack of knowledge on the part of
voters and their elected representatives that is so disquieting. In
addition, he said, the federal
government ignores the wishes of
local citizens, expressed in local
elections. Most important, Lovejoy
added, "the utilities depend on the
people not knowing."
Meyer made, the point that the
utilities rely heavily on scare
tactics; without nuclear energy,
there can be no heat, light, or
electricity. Both noted that the
Brookhaven Reports were hushed
up and not released until 1971.
Not only is limited knowledge a
problem for the citizen, Lovejoy
stressed, but for the government as

well. As a result of.a tradition of
"proprietary information" among
competing companies, oil for example, corporations are under no .
obligation to expose professional
secrets, even if it involves public
safety, he said. Thus, in one
example cited by Lovejoy, a new
nuclear plant about to go into
operation was found to be a few
miles from a natrual fault line—a
fact of which one local oil company
had been aware for 20 years.

Mass. The building of the plant, he
contended, would have substantially altered the ecological balance
in the region. To illustrate his
point, he toppled the tower,
however, he was acquitted on a
technicality- Indicted for destruction of private property, it was
discovered that the tower had been
taxed and billed as real property or
real estate. He is still fighting the
construction of the plant.

at Sea brook, New Hampshire (Rte.
95, Hampton; Falls Exit) to protest
the proposed construction of a
nuclear power plant by the Public
Service Co. of New Hampshire. On
Nov. 13, People's Action for Clean
Environment (PACE) will sponsor a
rally in. Hartford followed by a
march to the Governor's Mansion
to present a petition to Ella Grasso
demanding a moratorium on nuclear energy plants in Connecticut.

Lovcjoy's film dealt with his
espousal of the doctrine of civil
disobedience in order ot combat the
proposed construction of a nuclear
plant in his native Montague,

Several meetings and rallies
were announced, as well as telephone numbers to call for furthur
information on the whole issue. On
Oct. 23 and 24, there will be an
Alternative Energy Fair and Rally

Further information can be obtained from:
Mother Lightning - 487-1877
Jim Brown - 742-7963 .
PACE (Paul DefkfdJ - ; 34^5725;

Athletes Have It Easier?
by Carl Roberts
Every year the Trinity Athletic
Department and Admissions Department busily recruit athletic
students. Most of those recruited
are for the football team, though
there is minimal recruiting in other
areas.
The purpose of the recruitment
system, according to W. Howie
Muir, admissions director, is to
extend the opportunity of attending
Trinity to prospective students. He
said that there is a tremendous
amount of competition for good
student-athletes, and that all colleges have to work hard at
procuring them.
"Athletic recruitment can get
out of hand," Muir admitted, "but
I don't think it does here." He said
that the Trinity coaches have a
clear perception of the nature of
Trinity College, and of the place of
athletics at Trinity.
Trinity recruits athletes in
accordance with the New England
SmallCollege Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) regulations. NESCAC is
an organization run by the1 presidents of eleven participating institutions. According \o Trinity Athletic Director Karl Kurth, the
NESCAC system of recruitment is
"the strictest and purest recruiting
operation in the country."
Kurth said the NESCAC was
partly formed in response to the
strong feeling of athletic directors
that there was an overemphasis in
recruiting. One of the organization's principles is that the colleges
should keep their intecollegiate
athletic programs in harmony with
the essential educational purposes
of the institutions.

The process commences in the
spring when Trjnity sends letters to
secondary school coaches requesting information on students who
might be of interest to Trinity. The
secondary school coaches respond
by returning, to the Athletic Department a list of those students
they feel would make good Trinity
students.
After being screened by the
Athletic Department, the list of
students is sent to the Admissions
Department for approval. They
write to the secondary school
counselors to secure information
about the students, and to the
students themselves to find out if
they are interested in applying to
Trinity;
Using information provided by
the secondary schools, the Admissions Department eliminates those
students who they fee! are not
athletically and academically competent to attend Trinity. Those
dropped from the list may still
apply, but Trinity will make no
further effort to recruit them*
The students who are considered to be good prospects are
sent application papers from Trin-

ity. In the cases where the
secondary school counselors do not
respond, the students are sent
application request cards, There
were between seventy-five and one
hundred application papers application request cards sent to
prospective athletic, students this
year.
•
After the student receives his '
application papers, he has to go
through the regular admissions
process. He is not supposed to be
given an advantage over other
applicants. "We are looking for
expertise in all areas," commented
Muir, "with football being one of
those areas."
Athletes often have an advantage in acquiring financial assistance. The need for funds has no
bearing on whether a student will
receive an actual acceptance from
the college. However after being
accepted by Trinity, a student has
to £>e accepted by the Financial Aid
Office if he or she desires financial
assistance. According to Muir,
athletic ability is One of the
qualities that makes a student a
good candidate for financial aid.

See the First issue of the
Trinity Review
Pages 9 * 1 4
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After Second Debate
by Prof. Clyde McKee
An estimated 83 million Amer- given situation? Included within
icans watched the second debate this category are indications of
between President Ford and Go- character strength and ability to
vernor Carter. The topic was fo- withstand pressure.
reign affairs and defense. Within
Finally, there is style. This
15 minutes of the closing state- includes posture, eye contact,
ments in the debate, Harry Rea- gestures, voice control, choice of
soner and Barbara Walters of ABC words, and repartee. Effective
had announced Carter the winner. , communication skills ate obviously
A survey conducted by, the Associ- important. The absence of grace or
ated Press indicated 38.2 percent humor, however, should not go
believed Carter had won, while unnoticed.
34.6 percent felt Ford was vicGiven these criteria, where did
torious. The Roper poll revealed 40 the candidates stand? There is no
percent for Carter and: 30 percent question that Ford had superior
for Ford. Political science students knowledge, greater experience,
at Trinity College voted Carter the and possessed superior resources
winner^by a margin of 2'/! to 1.
related to both foreign- affairs and
The same criteria used to defense. He had 25 years experevaluate the first debate should be ience in Congress and service as
applied to the second. The first minority leader of the House. Even
criterion is a comparison of the more important, as Commanderrelative positions of the candidates In-Chief, he was the central figure
at the start of the debate. Within in both topics covered by the
this category the voters consider ^ debate. In compa'ris'bn •."Carter's
experience with the substance, of experience as a naval officer, state
the topics, the availability of legislator, and governor put him at
privileged information, and access a distinct disadvantage. And there
to technical experts.
is no one on Carter's staff who can
The second standard is sub- match the resources of Secretary of
stance. Here the voters look for State Kissinger.
evidence of the candidate's underPolitical analysts also expected
standing of • relevant issues, his Ford to score well on substance. He
breadth of knowledge, and the has traveled extensively; he has
quality of his perceptions. The met personally with foreign heads
voters want to know the extent to of state; he has seen weapons
which the candidate knows the demonstrated; and his staff memdetails of specific treaties and bers have prepared the budgets
understands the capabilities of which fund both defense and
particular weapons. Is he familiar foreign aid.
with the political relationships
In the first debate the President
between the United States and a demonstrated stability, strength of
wide range of other countries?
character, and a strong aggressive
Third is clarity of vision. After debating style. There was every
watching each candidate respond reason to believe that given the
to particular questions, there is a topic of the second debate that he
need to look at the overall pattern would stay with this winning
of ideas. Does the candidate have combination and overwhelm the
a set of political values? Are there Governor by a lopsided score.
principles or guidelines that gty.e Although it was anticipated Carter
the American people insights as to would improve his style-of presenhow the,candidate mjght react to a tation on technical, grounds, few

FUzGerald on Ireland:

believed that this would be enough
to overcome other areas of weakness.
How then could Carter have
won the second debate? One theory
that requires examination asserts
that as President Ford.. was a
helpless target for all the difficulties, failures, and problems faced
by the United States. But an
analysis of the present position of
the United States does riot support
this position. Political analysts
generally agree with the position
taken by Max Frankel, associate
editor of the New York Times, who
opened the second debate with the
following statement:
"After a decade of decline, our
influence and position among all
nations have greatly improved. Our
country 'has been relieved of the
Vietnam agony, the military draft,
we've started arms control negotiations with the Russians, we've
opened relations with China, we've
arranged the disengagement in the
Middle East, we've regained influence with the Arabs without
deserting Isreal, now, maybe we've
even begun a process of peaceful
change in Africa,' " Had Carter
agreed with this assessment by
Frankel, the debate and perhaps
the election would have been over,
with Ford the winner.
Carter won the second debate
for a variety of reasons. First, he
was successful in making a major
adjustment to the physical and
political environments of the debate. In his first confrontation he
was intimidated by the thought of
challenging the authority of the
President. In the second debate he
saw his opponent as Ford,Republican nominee.
Next, he, switched his tactics
from defensive to offensive, attacking more aggressively than
anticipated. When the President
followed the same game plan which
had worked so successfully in the
first debate, viewers saw him as a
"rerun" of the last 90 minute
political show. But Carter appeared
as a new political personality.
"placed the ball firmly at the feet
The President hurt himself
of the 'politicians in Dublin and seriously when he made several
London."
obvious errors. The fact that these
errors were immediately obvious to
the viewers and were emphasized
,by the moderator of the debate is
.significant. Ford said, "...there is
no Soviet domination of Eastern
Europe and there never will be
under a Ford Administration." He
then, under pressure from the
moderator, made specific references to the sentiments of the Yugoslavians, Rumanians, and Poles.
Nearly every Polish-American
watching the program believed the
President was wrong. In the first
debate Carter had said the depression began in 1040 rather than
1929. This was an obvious error but'
> it was'not highlighted.
Political campaigns ,are often
won and lost because of events that
have very little to do with the
candidates' individual efforts. In
Garret FUzGerald
the second debate Carter had the

IRA Retards Peace
Garret FitzGcrald, Ireland's
Minister for Foreign Affairs, spoke
at Trinity Monday, Oct. 4 in the
Life Science Auditorium, Fitzgerald, who has held the ministerial
post since March 1973, discussed
the problems of Northern Ireland.
FitzGerald was President of the
Council of the European Community (the Common Market) and
played a key role in negotiating the
Lome Convention between- the
European Community and 44 African, Carribcan and Pacific countries. He also played an important
part in the resolution of the
question of Britain's continued
membership in the European Community. Also during this period he
was the principal spokesman for
the European Community in its
relations with the U.S.
H,is . published works include
"State-sponsored Bodies," "Planning-ih Ireland," and "Towards a
New Ireland." A former Rockefeller Research Assistant at Trinity
College, Dublin, FUzGerald received his education at University
College, Dublin, and King's Inns,
Dublin. He has also served as Irish
correspondent of (he British Broadcasting Company, the London
Financial Times, Economist and
other overseas newspapers.
In his lecture, FitzGerald
stressed that violence perpetrated
by the IRA and the Protestant
paramilitaries has retarded political progress toward solutions of
Northern Ireland's pressing problems. He maintained, however,
that recent peace movements have
weakened the position of the "men
of violence," and have "created
potentially improved conditions for
political programs towards the
objective of power-sharing selfgovernment."
He conoluded that while there
, has been no actual movement
toward political compromise, the
peach -marchers have .once again

L.

indirect assistance of a Democratic
Congress. It was not an accident
that just before the debate the
General Accounting Office, the
research arm of Congress, released
a report on the Mayaguez incident,
This GAO report asserted that Ford
was responsible for the unnecessary deaths of 41 American troops,
that he had acted with haste, and
that he had failed to use the
resources of intelligence reports.
The President had obviously
anticipated that the governor would
use the GAO report in his attack on
Ford's leadership ability. The
President had prepared to accuse
Carter of "Monday-morning quarterbacking" 18 months after the
event. But Carter did not fall for
this rather logical "trap play" and
used the most skillful example of

political jujitsu that has been
displayed in either of the debates.
He let Ford stress the importance
of the 18 month time interval. Then
Carter used the President's argument to illustrate an admission of
"secrecy in government." The
viewers were'left with the question,
"Why didn't President Ford tell us
the truth long ago?" Since this
'move occurred near the end of the
debate, Ford, had little time to
recover or score offsetting points
for himself.
The Mayaguez incident can also
be used to explain another reason
why Carter won the debate. He
stuck to broad themes and general statements. These themes
and statements were designed to
be consistent not with the understanding of political experts but
with the sentiments of the American viewers. Recent opinion surveys indicate that only two percent
of the voters see the Middle East as
a problem. But nearly half of the
voting public believes that the
United States is losing influence in
world affairs. The Governor, however, paid a price for this strategy.
He opened himself up for
criticism that he had not been responsive to the specific questions
put to him by (he moderators of the
debate. He also sacrificed detail.
His strategy was to use the
questions of the moderators as
springboard to demonstrate his
aggressive political style, his pattern of bold positions on issues
such as the United States control of
(he Panama Canal, economic war in

Trinity Rejects Flu Vaccine
Various members of the College
have recently asked President
Lockwood whether "swine flu"
vaccine would be made available to
undergraduates, faculty, and staff
at the Infirmary this fall. Because
of the controversy surrounding the
relative virulence of this flu, the
possibility of an epidemic, and the
efficacy of the vaccine, the President has requested that we consult
with the College Physician, Dr.
Mark lzard, and determine how the
College should respond.
After consultation with several
immunologists in private and public medicine, and after reviewing
other opinions available in medical
publications, we have decided not
to make the "swine flu" vaccine
generally available.
This decision is based primarily
upon the following considerations.

First most undergraduates are in
excellent health and, therefore, are
expected to hand "swine flu" well,
or any other type of flu which
winter might bring. Second, most
undergraduates are 18 to 22 years
old, members of an age group in
which flu immunization is poorly
tolerated and vaccine side effects
more frequent. Additionally, that
age group often does not acquire
adequate flu protection from flu
immunization. Finally, public immunization centers will be esstablished in the area, and those
who do choose to have the vaccine
may be vaccinated at one of them
or, should they choose, by private
physicians.
While the vaccine will not be
made generally available on the
campus, the Medical Office will

offer it to certain members of the
College — those who are 50 years
or more in age and those with
chronic illnesses. People in these
categories who wish to be vaccinated at the Infirmary should
notify Miss Ruth Aronson at the
Infirmary by October 15 so that
when supplies on the "swine flu"
vaccine are available, correct amounts can be ordered. When the
vaccine arrives on campus, those
who have requested it will be
notified when to come to the
Infirmary.
Those in the College who wish
to have the advice of Dr. lzard with
respect to the desirability of the
vaccine in their particular cases will
be welcome, of course, to consult
with him during regular Infirmary
hours.

the event of an Arab oil embargo,
and guarantee of the independence
and freedom for Taiwan.
The Governor also benefited
from three events that might be
classed as "political luck." Who
could have imagined that John
Dean of Watergate fame would
indirectly cause the downfall of
Secretary Butz for the telling of a
private racist joke. Butz played a
central role in the controversial
grain deals with the Soviet Union,
which make him fair game for
discussion. Although Butz was
never mentioned in the debate, the
issue was present in the same way
Carter's Playboy interview was
present.
"'•
Next, there was the unmentioned issue of the President's
problem with congressional campaign funds. It is ironic that the

special prosecutor, whose position
Carter opposed a year ago, would
raise a major issue before the
second debate which would create
great psychological pressure on the
President's ability to think clearly
and quickly.
And finally, there is Red
China's aerial explosion. At the
very moment Carter was attacking
Ford for making little progress on
reducing armaments and stopping
proliferation of nuclear weapons',
Americans were being warned
across the nation about radioactive
fallout.in their milk and on their
vegetables.1 Red China helped
Carter score major points on a
theme developed throughout the
debate.
The score is now tied, one for
the President and one for the
Governor. What can we expect on
the evening of Friday, October
22nd from Williamsburg, Virginia?
Both candidates will attempt to
rc-emphasize the high points in the
two previous debates. Carter will
continue to stress broad themes
and take the position of aggressive
offense. Ford may try to pull a few
major surprises such as the statement that the U.S. Department of
Commerce will disclose the names
of American companies that participated in the Arab boycott of
Israel. But he will certainly be more
careful to coordinate these propo-'
sals with those who must implement the decisions.
There is one major factor that
has been, ignored ,by both .candidates: humor. The candidate who
can get 83 million Americans
laughing with him to relieve
national tensions will be the next
President of the United States.
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News Analysis

Ca^oneDrwmtlJp
by Steve Titus
Nicholas Carbone, Hartford city
councilman, spoke before a gathering of about 25 students in the Life
Science Auditorium Thursday,
October 7. The purpose of Carbone's appearance was to persuade
students to actively support Democratic Presidential hopeful Jimmy
Carter.
Carbone has extensive experience in Hartford politics. In
addition, he participated in the
drafting of the Democratic party
platform.
During the meeting, he sought
to show the students that a
"distinct difference" exists between the two major parties and

implied that it is also evident
between Carter and President
Ford. He said that an examination
of the Democratic party platform
reveals that the Democratic party is
"interested in change."
Continually referring to the
platform, he declared that Carter's
election would result in a substantial effort to cure unemployment, a
more effective energy policy, and
better health care. He attacked
Republican policies which he
claimed compared infavorably with
those of Democrat Lyndon Johnson's administration. The essence
of Carbone's message was that
Gerald Ford's policies have been
undesirable and that the Democra-

SupportFor"Carter

tic party platform offers a better
alternative.
Carbone is a likeable man who
seems genuinely concerned with
political issues, especially those
pertaining to America's cities.
However, an examination of some
of the variables in the Presidential
campaign raises doubts about
Carbone's recruitment approach.
First, Carbone's emphasis on
the policies advocated by the party
platform probably did not impress
his audience. Any student of
history or political science (indeed,
anyone who has followed a presidential campaign) knows the platforms are virtually meaningless as
policy guidelines. Pronouncements
by politicians that "this year it will
be different" are especially unper-

suasive in the current climate of (as expressed in the platform)
skepticism.
while ignoring those of Jimmy
Second, Carbone focused on Carter, Carbone failed to address a
issues which hold relatively little vital issue of the campaign: Jimmy
concern for college students. A Carter himself. Many voters seem
recent survey of student attitudes to be disillusioned with Ford, but
showed that the two issues which they are not yet satisfied that
most concern students are the Carter can be trusted enough to be
environment and inflation. These given the reins of government.
issues went unmentioned in Car- Newsweek's analysis seems approbone's lecture. Also, unlike the priate: to win, Carter must "put his
Republicans, the Democrats have mistakes behind him, regain the
not spelled out any comprehensive initiative and capture the imaginapolicy on inflation. Perhaps Car- tion of a drowsy electorate.''
bone's remarks would have had
more appeal had he mentioned
Likewise, the task for Carter's
Carter's more liberal positions on local supporters seems clear: with
such "social issues" as abortion Connecticut rated a toss-up, it is
and pardons for Vietnam war draft especially important thai they
resistors.
convince skeptical voters that CarFinally, by stressing the com- ter is a good enough risk to be
mitments of the Democratic party taken! " ' : : ' ' '•
•-

Budget Committee Evaluates
MBOG's Activities

Kitty Kept Koncealed

Pets Enjoy Housing
by Magda Llchota
Three cases of pets living on
campus have been reported to
Elinor Tilles, assistant dean for
college residences, since the beginning of the college semester.
Tilles said she believes that there
are more animals on campus but
she just does not know about them.
Housing contracts and on page
56 of the Trinity College Handbood
specify animals are prohibited to
live in residence halls. David
Winer, dean of students, said that
"we do our best to enforce the
rule
-"
«
When Tilles and Winer are
informed that, there is a pet living
in a residence hall, Tilles explained
that "we do not lower the ax. We
speak to the person involved and
give him a reasonable amount of
time to make other arrangements
for his pet."
If a pet is not removed and its
owner has not complied with the
Deans' request, the student and his
pet are asked to leave campus
housing. Tilles commented, "we
cannot be lenient. School policy1 has
got to be enforced."
Tilles and Winer account for the
numerous dogs and cats that are on
campus during the day, as pets of
students living off campus and
people who live in the general area.

"Our rules apply to pets in dorms.
We can't prohibit town people from
running their dogs on campus",
said Tilles.
Prohibition of pets began September of 1975 as a result of their
noise and smell. Tilles recalled that
people were unable to walk on
campus without walking into a
mess. Winer said that allowing
pets on campus created a "general
nuisance," dogs would be unleashed, leave droppings, run in
packs and cause damage to the
campus. Winer said he considered
the accumulation of animals in
large numbers to be a health and
safety hazard. Tilles commented
that she felt that the 2000 people
living in close quarters on Trinity's
campus have to be considerate of
fellow students, faculty members
and administrators so that they can
live together comfortably.
Until 1975, Trinity students
were permited to have pets on
campus provided they paid a
$15.00 registration fee each semester, leashed their dogs, and put
I.D. tags on their animals. Because
of the mess that dogs left in
residence halls, janitors refused to
work and called for a Union
contract that prohibited animals to
live in Trinity dormitories.

United Way Gets Underway
The Greater Hartford United
Way campaign for 1976 is being
conducted during October. This
campaign is the only fund raising
Qhve providing operating resources for over 100 social service
agencies in Hartford and 15
neighboring towns. These agencies
serve individuals and families,
children and the aged, the sick,
retarded, emotionally distrubed
and others. It is estimated that one
ta
«"ly in
Greater
~:—j
i« three
uirce in
in the
tne ureater
Hartford
area
is
aided
directly
by
oOrn»e
p or more agencies «
"*
agencies receiving
rands from the United Way.
Gifts are sought from area
corporations and individuals who
*fe solicited primarily through
lt
»eir place of employment. A re-

gional goal of $5.8 million has been
set for this year's campaign.'
At Trinity, volunteers from the
faculty, staff and administration
will be soliciting their colleagues
for the College's goal of $4,800.
While contributions from the student body are not actively solicted,
all contributions will be welcomed.
Students interested in contributing,
organizing a student drive, or who
desire more information should
contact Alan Sauer, Business Manager and Campus Chairman for
United Way, at ext. 429 or Pat
McDonald, Student Accounts Administrator and Co-Chairman, at
ext. 265.
This year's drive will conclude
at the end of October.

byAlanLevine
• At a recent meeting of the
Budget Committee, attended by
ten committee members, discussion centered primarily on the
activities of the Mather Board of
Governors (MBOG) and the World
Affairs Associations.
However, other topics were
discussed. Unexpectedly, a heated
discussion resulted when the subject of the role of the chairman was
brought up. Earlier, Sterling Hall,
a committee member, had suggested to Jeff Meltzer, chairman of
the committee, that through his
actions, he was having" too much
influence on the opinions of the rest
of the committee. He proposed that
Meltzer's role should be limited.
Others, most notably Rich Levan
and Seth Price, expressed differing
sentiments' and a hot debate
ensued,'even though Meltzer simply wanted to announce-that he
would try not to unduly influence
the Committee.
In other miscellaneous business, Meltzer announced that the
prospect of purchasing a van to be
used by the various budgeted
groups now looks doubtful, due t&
the high cost of new vans.
However, the idea has not been
completely shelved; the possibility
of buying a used vehicle is being
looked into.
The business concerning
MBOG caused little controversy.
The money that is to be spent for
MBOG's Casino Night on October
16 and-the Nils Lofgren concert on
October 29 was quickly approved,

since the money requested is
within the amount allocated by the
committee.
Mark Perlin, the representative
of the World Affairs Association,
introduced the group's proposed
budget for this year. Almost all the
money requested by Perlin would
be for members of the group to
attend Model Security Councils at
various colleges. These Security
Councils are basically discussions among college students of
issues of international importance
in a United Nations-like set-up.
The three Security Councils that
Trinity's club would like to attend
are at Smith College, Duquesne
University and either Harvard
University or New York University.
Trinity's Association, which presently includes 20-25 students
would like to send different members to each conference. They
chose th,e Smith Conference, Perlin
added, because it is comparatively
inexpensive. At the Duquesne
Conference, however, the delegates are required to stay at the
Pittsburgh Hilton.
The members of the Budget
Commjttee initially unanimously agreed to consider the Smith
Security Council separately from
the others. Thisrwas done to see
how well the Trinity Association
functions; later this year the other
conferences presumably will be
discussed again.
The only major question concerning the World Affairs Association involved whether the Budget
Committee should pay for the

committee does not pay for student's food in such events. Seth
Price disagreed, saying that he did
not want Trinity's delegates to
delegates' meals. Meltzer pointed
out in the committee's rules, which
he added, were flexible, that the
starve. Other Committee members suggested sticking to the
rules* however, in an effort to avoid
setting a precedent. Joan Berger
disagreed with Price,- saying that
when she attended conferences as
a member of AIESEC, she and
others had to pay for their own
food. It was finally decided to
exclude meal costs from the money
allocated to the club, with Price
abstaining.
David Lee, director of student
services, asked whether, since only
a few students will directly benefit
from these conferences, the Budget
Committee should ask for some-,
thing in return. After some discussion, the committee members
expressed a desire that the association submit an article to the
Tripod about the delegates' experiences at these Model Security
Councils; Perlin eagerly agreed,
saying that the World Affairs
Association would do so anyway, as
a form of publicity for the group.
After the meeting, Sterling
Hall, the committee member who
had earlier expressed dissatisfaction with the committee, said that
he felt that this meeting had been
carried on in a better way and that
the Budget Committee was now
acting more like a body of its type
should act.

Boldizsar To Speak On
Hungarian lit.
HARTFORD, Conn. — Ivan
Boldizsar, distinguished Hungarian novelist, playwright, literary
critic, editor and one of the founders of UNESCO, will speak at
Trinity College. The talk will be
free and open to the public.
Bokldizsar will speak on "Contemporary Hungarian Literature
and Art" at 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
October 13 in Wean Lounge. Wean
Lounge is located on the Trinity
campus in the Mather Campus
Center.
His talk is jointly sponsored by
the English, Political Science and
Modern Languages and Literature
departments of Trinity College.
The following information was
obtained from Vilagirodal mi Lexikon/Encyclopaedia of World Literature, Budapest.
Ivan Boldizsar, born in. Budapest Oct. 30, 1912, first studied
medicine but then he exchanged
the scalpel for the pen; he wrote
short stories and essays and joined
the village research writers' movement, hoping together with other
writers of his generation that

descriptive sociology would help
find a cure for the ills fb the
Hungarian peasantry of the 1930s.
His first book, Tlboro, with a
preface by Zaigmond Moriez, tells
of the liyes of thirty-five poor
peasants and farm-hands. "The
Country of Rich Peasants" /1939/
based on research and experience,
tells the story of Danish cooperatives and folk high schools.
Boldizsar's writing range from
descriptive sociology, to travel
books to novels, short stories and
drama. His translations include
works by G.K. Chesterton, Willa
Cather, Richard Hughes, Aldous
Huxley, Franz Kafka and Francoise
Sagan.
'
He is the founding editor of
"The New Hungarian Quarterly,"
published in English since 1959,
and of "Szinhir" (Theater) a
monthly of the theater arts published since 1968.
He has written fiction short
stories and novels, plays, essays
and reviews, covering the full
scope of literature. His writing is
fed by the same passion to discover

the truth about man and the
hurrianist convictions, expressed in
the need for social action, which
also inspire his work as one might
call a cultural diplomatist. '
He has represented Hungary in
many places, acting as a "roving
ambassador" for Hungarian culture. He was one of the founding
fathers of Unesco and still frequently acts as an expert for the
organization and also as a member
of the International Book Committee;

M. David Lee, director of
student services has released the
results of the recent .poll to determine which beers will be available
at the Rathskeller. Miller and
Miller Light were chosen to be on
tap and Heineken and .Michelob
were selected to be served in
bottles. However, Lee said that
these selections rnay be-changed
unless a single distributor can be
found who carries all the brands.
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Overcrowded Classes Cause "Selective Ignorance
by Mary Jane Doyle
When a student finds himself in speculate as to the registrar's
a position where his workload is reasons for making the request nor
oppressive and assignments pile the motivating forces behind the
up, incentive plummets and the apparent increment of student
pri ncipl e of " selective ig norance " - interest in the department.
The large , enrollment of the
the attempt to complete a distribution of the most important topic freshman class was cited by Proassignments in each subject- fessor Borden Painter, chairman of
comes into play. The heavier the the History Dept., as a source
workload, the more selective the of this year's increased enrollment
process. Inevitably the student's in History 101. He noted, however,
performance in courses must a general trend continuing from at
least the past two years of an insuffer.
When a faculty workload be- creased popularity enjoyed by his
comes excessive due to an increase department.
Professor Gerald Kamber of the
in the ratio of students to faculty, a
similar process of "selective ignor- Modern Language department
ance" has'to.be employed. The cited a more specific potential
instructor's attention must be cause of the overall increase in
spread more thinly, and his perfor- enrollment on all levels of the
mance is affected. Once again, the various modern languages, he
attributed the increase to a general
student suffers.
Enrollment in several courses, response that has been developing
particularly those on the introduc- as !'a backlash of reaction from the
tory level, has increased this lifting of the foreign language resemester at Trinity. The number of quirement several years ago. When
sections in some already popular the requirement was first elimincourses { e.g. English, Economics ated," Kamber explained,"enand Chemistry) has increased since rollment dropped approximately
the Trinity College Bulletin went to 60%." In recent years, a continuprint. Extra texts were ordered at ing upward trend has been noticed
the last minute from the bookstore. at Trinity and other institutions
New part-time faculty was hired for with similar histories of language
the first semester only. All signs requirements. Kamber said "an
point to the fact that some increasing awareness of the value
departments have found them- of language as a tool in other
selves a bit out of breath in the at- academic pursuits as well as an end
tempt to contain an expanding in itself provides sufficient motivation to explain this trend."
, enrollment.
By conducting the study of class
English 100, another course
enrollments, multiple reasons were which seems to have been hit hard
found to exist to explain not only by swelling student numbers, has
the increase but also the distribu- also been forced to increase its
tion of the increase in enrollment capacity, adding two sections.
among departments. The number Professor Paul Smith, when asked
of students preregistered for about the status of the course,
courses alone can explain the referred to the TSWE (Test of
numerical increase. For example, Standard Written English) to acProfessor Robert Battis of the count for the jump in enrollment Economics department offered the "The TSWE," he said, "is a part
information that enrollment in of the SAT examination which is
Economics 101 has increased in designed to be used only for
response to the registrar's late placement purposes. It is graded
summer request that the depart- on a scale form 20 to 80. Each year,
ment add another section. In other the TSW scores of the accepted
words, enrollment grew and shifted freshman class are reviewed by the
to Economics 101 because a new English department. Letters are
' section was created. He could not sent to the incoming students

suggesting placement in various
levels of English based upon their
scores.''
"More people seemed to pay
attention to the notes this year," he
explained, "this could be attributed to the national mood - a
growing awareness that many
college students are not able to
write well."
Some students had to be turned
away from English 100 this semester despite the fact that a new
instructor was hired to teach the
two new sections. These students
will have priority in the course
enrollments next semester.
Because the structure of an
English 100-200 level course should
be more discussion than,lectures,

and in order to give adequate
practice in writing essays of
significant length fairly frequently,
an ideal class size should be 15 - 20
students according to Smith. "Under great duress we will accept
more than 20," he stated, "and
only with tremendous pressure will
we accept 29 or more in a section."
The registrar's statistics indicate
some significant pressure.
Professor Albert Howard of the
Physics department notes an "overall increasing enrollment in
introductory
level
science
courses." Both Physics 121 and
Chem 111 have experienced at
least a 25% increased which
according to Professor Edward
Bobko of the Chemistry depart-
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ment, roughly corresponds to the%f G
percent increase in the freshmdSpW
class. With the addition of more I S1
sections and a greater reliance on I °
T.A.'s and lab assistants to takefV-a
some of the burden, the concensus [
of opinion from faculty is that they I
are managing.
'
Many students have felt the
annoyance of enrollment limits this
semester and have been forced to
be content with the promise of
priority at the next registration but for some this means waiting a
year. Others have expressed opinions that multiple T.A.'s are
inadequate substitutions for an
instructors attentions. They would
expect to find so many aides in a
university rather than at a college |
the size of Trinity.
'"
j
Faculty also feel the strain of a T
faculty shortage. The pattern of
hiring for the most part has been
established as a closed system.
"To increase the size of one
department, another department •
must be reduced," as one faculty
member phrased it. Departmental ^
increases and reductions are ac'rri
least in part determined by the f
popularity of the department,
which is determined by enrollment J\
figures. The more limited the
department, the greater the faculty
workload, the more the students
become victims of "selective ignorance," and the more the
department popularity declines. It
is a cyclical process; one which
perhaps has not yet reached crisis
proportions, but demands steps
toward prevention and reform.

M.B.O.G. Plans October Spree
by Ken Feinswog
During October, the Mather
Board of Governors is presenting a
wide variety of events. This week
both candidates for Connecticut's
Senate seat will visit Trinity.
Republican Senator Lowell Weicker
will speak in the Washington Room

Show it and save.
Now your I.D. can get you out of the cafeteria line and
save you money at EMERSONS Ltd.
Show your I.D. card when ordering and save a dollar on
any of our delicious dinners. Plus, you get all of the great
Emersons entree extras—the famous endless salad bar, fresh
loaves of bread and your choice of baked potato, French
fries or rice. And dinners start at $4.25.

Now for a limited time, your valid
student I.D. is worth
money at Emersons.

at 9:00 p.m. Thursday, October 14.
His opponent, Democrat Secretary
of State, Gloria Schaeffer will speak
at 12:00 p.m., Monday October 18
in the Washington Room. Admission is free for both lectures and
everyone is strongly encouraged to
come and listen to these two
distinguished politicians.
The coming weekend the Board
of Governors concludes its "Midnight Film Festival" with "Comedy Night." To prime your humor,
there will be two shorts, "the Great
Chase" starring W.C. Fields and
"Double Whoopee" starring Laurel
and Hardy. The feature of the
evening'will be the Three Stooges
in "Have Rocket, Will Travel".
The following night, Saturday,
October 16, M.B.O.G. will present
Casino Night, and the Washington
Room will be transformed into a
Las Vegas casino with Black Jack
Tables, crap tables, roulette wheels
and various other games. Attire for
the evening is semi-formal and
'alcoholic beverages will be served.
The gambling will involve play
money that can be used for the
purchase of prizes to be auctioned
off-at various times in the evenings.

The admission price; of one dollar
includes plenty of money for the
J
gambling.
\ -s
October ends with an active
Halloween Weekend. Thursday
night, October 28, the Board will
present a lecture by Eldridge )
Cleaver, and admission is free, ••
October 29 M.B.O.G. will present a
concert featuring A and M record- i
ing artist Nils Lofgren. In the past,
Lofgren has played piano and lead ,
guitar behind Neil Young and with
Crazy Horse. He»was the leader of ,
the group Grin who released four
albums. He has also recorded two .
solo albums, entitled "Nils Lofgrenn" and "Cry Tough" and has
a great reputation for his live
perforrtanc.es. Tickets for Lofgren's concert are $3.50 with a j
Trinity I.D. and $4.50 for outsiders. }
Tickets are available in the Student :
Government office from 1 to 5 p.m. I
on weekdays and in front of the*1 {
dining Hall at meal time. The?*!®*
weekend's activities include the If
annual Halloween dance, 'Saturdayi_
night. Mark these events in youf"*T
calendars and come to all the j
activities.
I

: LAST

NATIONAL

valid for bearer of I.D. only.
Offer expires December 30, 1976.

BEER KEGS

Valid at these addresses only. Good for dinner Sunday thru Thursday.

ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

WEMERSONSM
Uf
- '

THE PRACTICAL PLACE TO FEAST.

' Windsor—29 Windsor Avenue (1-91 & 159)—527-8151

WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of imported 6 Domestic
Wines and Spints - MtobnoM Prices.

i
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Security Handles Bomb Threat

by Kenneth Crowe
In the afternoon of Mon. Oct. 4, where the Foreign Minister would
!'. the college switchboard handled be after they were originally
what Director of Security Al checked and cleared. These builde'fcrGarofolo later labeled a crank ings were Hamlin Hall, Mather
(Sp-s-phone call. The unidentified caller Campus Center (where the speech
t\ said that a bomb had been planted was given in the Washington
i f on campus. This threat was origin- Room) and part of the Cook
, Lr,- ally taken seriously because Dr. dormitory.
Last weekend there was a break> ? Garret FitzGerald, Minister of
JI Foreign Affairs for the Republic of in at the school bookstore. Apj: Ireland, and Connecticut Governor parently a ceramic ashtray was
,;•• Ella Grasso were to be on campus thrown through the north door of
!; that evening for dinner and a the store enabling the robbers to
,! speech by Dr. FitzGerald on the enter. According to the bookstore
manager, the unidentified thieves
[ I problems of Northern Ireland.
jL-p. The campus was already made off with $1400 worth of
swarming with Trinity security merchandise.
( if
, | officers, State Police, Hartford City
There was also a security alert
,f Police and State Department se- instituted just before Open Period.
J* curity people before the bomb A male was found in the room of a
j threat was received. Due to the female student. He fled when
j
call, a specially trained black questioned by the student. The
labrador retriever was summoned event was reported to the security
M
I to sniff out the supposedly planted office, who in consultation with
, jT""bomb. But nothing was found and Vice-President Thomas Smith, def\ the evening's events proceeded cided to issue a security alert. This
without incident. Extra men were was done because the incident
n
stationed to prevent the bomb from occurred just before Open Period.
lt
'
being planted in the buildings Security indicated that by making

the campus community aware of
what was happening, those students who remained on campus
would be much safer. Security also
tried to contact the R.A.'s to secure
their help in cautioning students,
but was unable to contact most of
them. No incidents however, were
reported over Open Period which
could be attributed to people fitting
the descriptions of the suspects in
previous incidents. ,

The results of the Student
Government Freshman and
Vacancy Elections were as
follows:
Freshman Elections:
S.G.A.
JeffBaird
David Deacon
William Egan
Kris Jackson
Leslie McCuaig
Charles Moore
Fred Schwartz
Beth Thrasher
Laura Wish

iti,

Dennis Preaches Sermon
The Reverend Canon Walter
Dennis of the Cathedral Church of
St. John the Divine, New York City
will be preaching this Sunday,
October 17th at 10:30 a.m. in the
Chapel. Dennis is a graduate of
Virginia State College (B.A.), New
York University (M.A.), and New
York's General Theological Seminary (S.T.B.).
At present, the Reverend is a
member of both the Advisory
Board of the Episcopal Church's

LAVORATO
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

vei

Teaching Series as well as the
Episcopal. Church's National Task
Force on Hunger; Dennis is also a
member of the Board of Directors
of the Institute for the Study of
Human Resources and the author
of "Mexican American Neigh
bors."
There will be an informal
supper of students and faculty on
the 17th at 5:00 p.m. Further
information and sign-ups may be
obtained from the Chapel's office.

COPIES

Pasquale F. Lavorato
Hypnotist
' • •;
Beneficial Results for
Anxiety, Study problems,
Smoking, Overweight

COPIES
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Mon.-Fri. -1-4, 6-9
Sat. -10:30-6
Phone (203) 688-7526
By Appt. Only
242 Bloomfield Ave.
Windsor, Ct.

e>

27 New Britain Ave., Htfd

278-0040

STAGE ONE
HEADSHOP
, * Indian Jewelry
*Woodcarvings
*$tainglass
*Custom-Made
Silver Jewelry
#!eathergoodi>

* Macrame
shlrts

# Gifts
# Jeans
* Plants

Open .1.1 -10 pm

247-7684

92 New Britain Ave.

LSAT-GRE
PREPARATION COURSE
CLASSES STARTING FOR DEC. EXAM

CALL
1-226-7737
TEST m P M M T I O N
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 1 1 !

Call Toil Free (outssd® N.V. State) 800 - 221-9840
For
•Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

All-College Elections:
Budget Committee:
Carl Guerriere
College Affairs Committee
Meredith Mainhardt
ConnPIRG:

Peter Wolk (write in)

General Title: The Search for Values ta the Modem Worlds Interdisciplinary I * » » » s
from the 19th Century
Unless otherwise noted, all meetings will be held at 8:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge.
1. Public lecture and coiloquU series, offered by Trinity faculty and visiting scholars;
Professor

Dates

Samuel Kassow (History)
Trinity College

October 14

"Marx and the 19th Century"
(Colloquium)

• • Milla Riggio (literature)
' Trinity College

November 1

"Aesthetics and Politics"
(Colloquium)

»•• Bernard Kaplan (Psychology)
Clark University

November 8-9

"Symbolism and Jungian Psychology"
Seminars

Van Harvey (Religion)
University of Pennsylvania

November 18

"The Alienated Theologian: Peuerbacti
to Freud" (Lecture)

Frank Kirkpatrick (Religion)
Trinity College

November 22

"The Self-Annihilation of Theology
in the 19th Century" (Colloquium)

Alan Fink (Psychology)
Trinity College

November 29

"The Two Disciplines of Psychology:
Reflections on Curricular Implications"
(Colloquium)

Earl Hanson (History of Science)
Wesleyan

December 2

" Myths and Paradig ms"
(Lecture)

•McCook Auditorium

Topic

**Alumni Lounge

•"••1:15.4:00p.m., 70 Vernon Street

11. Tentative Schedule of seminar topics for *he remainder of the semester. These open
seminars meet at 1; 15 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday afternnons at 70 Vernon Street.
Tuesday

.

October 5

Nietzsche

Tuesday
Thursday

October 12
October 14

Tuesday
Thursday

October 19
October 21

Darwin ,
Kierkegaard

Tuesday
Thursday

October 26
October 28

Kierkegaard
Kierkegaard

Tuesday
Thursday

November 2
November 4

Kierkegaard
Dastoyevsky

Mdnday
Tuesday
Thursday

November 8
November 9
November 11

"Professor Kaplan
•Professor Kaplan
Dostoyevsky

Tuesday

November 16

Feuerbach

Tuesday

November 23

Liberal Theology

Tuesday
Thursday

November 30
December 2

Liberal Theology
Freud

Tuesday
Thursday

December 7
December 9

Freud
Wundt and Early Experimental
Psychology

.

Nietzsche
Darwin

Tuesday
December 14
James, litchener
Thursdav .
December 16
Summing up
•Seminar leader from Clark University. Topic: "Symbolism and Jungian Psychology"

>
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Editorial
Voter Registration;

Last Chance

Today is the last day to register to vote in the upcoming
November elections. Since the decisions made by the
candidates elected will effect every person at Trinity
during these college years and thereafter, the TRIPOD
asks that we all recognize our responsibilities as young
citizens and register.
In 1974, only 306 Trinity students registered to vote
here in Hartford, of which less than fifty percent actually
voted. In 1975, voter registration among Trinity students
was even more disappointing. Although political apathy

has dampened voter participation at Trinity and similar
institutions during the past, there is no reason why this
trend must continue hi 1976.
Voter registration will take place today at the Hartford
City Hall between the hours of 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. Members
of the Trinity Young Republicans and Young Democrats
will provide free transportation all day for those who need
it. Don't miss the boat. If you're not registered, take that
fifteen minute trip to exercise your precious right to vote.

Letters
'Don't Sit and Complain.!'
To the Editor,
group of students can.apply for
After reading Alan Levine's
funds as an Ad Hoc Group. Since
article concerning Budget Commit- the committee Boes decide on the
tee operations, I am filled with
facts presented and with the
mixed emotions. On the one hand, knowledge that we do represent
no one likes to have an activity of over 1600 students, by whom we
theirs criticized or shot at, espec- are elected, the decisions we make
ially in a medium such as the are not always popular to the
Tripod. It is true that the workings organization at hand. However,
of the Budget Committee necessi- this is the job of the committee, and
tate the denial as well as approval as chairman, I accepted it.
of funds. In any one year, this
On the other hand, I am pleased
committee is dealing with over that after a great length of time,
$122,000, all of which could be dis- the Tripod has recognized the need
tributed to one of thirty-two to publicize the ongoings of this
organizations. Besides these con- most important committee. With
stituted groups, any student or everybody complaining that the

Tripod
Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Duf resne

Trinity community is not what it
should be and that "six people
control the goings-on on campus",
I notice that only two people are
running for the Budget Committee
in this election. This is no way to
solve these problems! Perhaps with
more awareness of the inner workings of the committee, the electors
of the Trinity community will
become more cognizant of the
problems and will help influence
the members of the Budget Committee to make decisions that will
be responsive to all.
To the Tripodi I say thank you.
Please take it upon yourself to be
the watch-dog over Student Government as no one else is doing it
as of now. To the students, do not
sit there and complain. I invite you
to come to our meetings, speak to
our eleven members and see what
is going on. The Budget Committee
meets every week on Wednesday at
4 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge.
Sincerely,
Jeff Meltzer

Aid Loopholes

AVfffpWemen
yUEarey

The TRIPOD
and is
written and edile
are edited
and printed at the discrSTionof t
material is
warmly encouraged. Deadline fo
', letters to the editor and other
editorial page copy is 5 p.m., Saturday"~preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD;
deadline for advertisements is 12 p.m. Saturday. The TRIPOD offices are
located in Seabury 34. Office hours: Saturday, 3-5 p.m., Sunday from 3
p.n- TeUphone 746-1829 or 527-31 SI, ext. 257 Mailinc tlress. Box 1310,
College, Hart' . •*. Conn 06104.
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Dear Editor, •
_
I think that Scott Goddin and
C.R. Zelinger misunderstood Marc
Blumenthal's critique of the Financial Aid Office. (Either that or they
have something against him personnally; but I'll give them the
benefit of the doubt on that one.)
Please consider the following
true example (in which real identities have been omitted to protect
the innocent):
Student A comes from a family
of six. Her father is the only one
employed arid he makes less than
$9000 per year, Her family has a 35
year mortgage on their house.
Becauseof difficulty in finding
summer employment, and because
shejielps out with living expenses
at home she has never saved more
than $200 in a.given summer. Two
of theTchildren are only in grade
school _ — —
Student B comes from a family
of three. Her mother is the only one

b!
th

t

;W

working in the family and makes Aid students do need an advantage ,
$11,000 per year. But the house is in securing on-campus employment ft
paid for. Due to connections But a check on student ownership
a1
student B's mother has been able of cars (particularly financial aid
h
to secure summer employment for students) is a good idea. Ifi
her daughter at her (the mother's) addition, it's apparent that thfW
place of employment so ' that system already has unjust loop- J
.
!'if
student B has been able to earn holes.
Sincerely,, > q
nearly $2000 per summer for the
Donna Peters, 7 8 " a
past three summers. As a matter of
• t
fact, she has had a car on campus
for two years now. However, there
r6
is no father in her family. Both
children are of college age.
Which one,do you think needs
more aid? Obviously, student A.
Who do you think gets more aid?
Guess again! Student B gets more
aid and it's'all in the form of a To The Editor:
it is not infrequent that i over*'
scholarship. Student-A has had to
make up the difference by taking hear a trinity student mumbling to
out student loans. After two years him/herself, or being cynical to
another about the homogeneous
she has borrowed $3000.
What does this have to do with sheltered atmosphere that percampus employment? Guess which vades the trinity campus, it also is
one has an on-campus job and not an uncommon sight to find the
which one was refused on-campus trinity library jammed with these
employment because her "need is same students, grinding away at
being sufficiently met by the their academic work, it seems that
these students never seem able to
combined scholarship and loan"?
(Incidently, student A per- break out of this rut that they have
formed better than student B in placed themselves in.
i don't know how many students
secondary school but the reverse is
now true—do you suppose that fall into this category, but i can be
student A is under some sort of sure that there is at least one that is
and i feel there is a way out; a way
mental stress?)
A $200 typewriter is a one time where i and other students can
investment. A $600 stereo is a one attempt to open up their lives and
time investment. A car is not. make trinity a more heterogeneous
Obviously a student with a brand community, the question is how;
new BMW from mums and dad the only idea i've come up with is
isn't going to want financial aid or the following.
any students who are interested
employment. But even if .you own
an $800 bomb you've got to already in organizing some type of conhave enough money to know you're ciousness raising group, please
going to keep this car for the next contact peter at box 1115 or at
few years. Whereas student A 525-2941. the worst that will
literally can't afford a bi-nightly happen is that you'll raise your
pizza and a bi-weekly visit to the conciousness. i believe there is
another way. let's talk about it.
Corner Tap Cafe.
Peter
What is wrong with Financial
Box 115
Aid's new jobs-for-aid-students-on525-2941
ly stipulation is not that anyone
who is not on aid can't get
employment, but that Financial Aid
is not doing a very good job of
LAYOUTSTAFF
screening job applicants. There are
presently several students not on Susan Eisenberg, Richard Katzaid who are holding on-campus
jobs. Of course student A wouldn't man, Rob Levy, Magda Lichota
really need an on-campus job if she Leslie McCuaig, Holly Singer, Julia
received enough scholarship,
The purpose of the new system B. Vigneron, Elise White.
is indeed praiseworthy. Financial

s

Consciousness
Raising
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Commentary
A Matter of Chrome
by Mac Margolis
No one could seriously argue
that Rhodesia is a threat to world
peace. In fact, Secretary of State
Kissinger has himself testified that
- fee does not regard Rhodesia as a
f' threat to world peace.
Senator Harry F. Byrd, July, 1975
We think that there can be no
blinking the purpose and effect of .
the Byrd amendment. It was to de• tach this country from the y.N.
boycott of Southern Rhodesia..."
j. Statement of U.S. district court of
' the district of, Columbia, July 21,
1975.

In March of 1972, in Burnside,
Louisiana, a group of predominately black dockworkers in the Inter. jiational Longshoremen's Union
«fe"5Jaged a massive work-strike, re1
fusing to unload an Argentine
cargo ship carrying over 150,000
', Jons of Rhodesian chrome imports.
V Perhaps one of the most significant
events in contemporary labor history, the dockworker's strike represented a protest of international
dimensions. At once the longshoreiment were fighting the exploitation
,$f domestic labor by the minerals
.industry and the continued subju! ,gation of millions of Africans by the
••I ;white ruling regime in Rhodesia.
' Not surprisingly, the dockworkjjj ers' protest faded from national
Jj/ attention. The event quickly left the
.sj,j, front pages and was quietly tucked
ajj away- in the reaches of obscurity—
jj historically the domain of most sigllj., ^nificant protests. Momentarily ruflM.r fl'sd,, U.S. comporate magnates
quickly developed a public rationr
t(|v' alp for the handsome profits they
, ijj" turned doing business with the
i foremost racist government in the
', world. Invoking the addictions of
the American consumer, U.S.
I chrome importers illustrated how
bereft the households of this
country would be without the
plethora of stainless steel applian; ces. Our bumpers "would rust,
knives would dull, and sinks would*1'
iver; tarnish if a steady supply of
gin Rhodesian ferrochrome was denied
ID the U.S. economy. With this
JMIS. ProsPect in mind, the minerals

industries and the U.S. Congress
approved the Byrd amendment of
1972,-a resolution which denied the
United Nations Sanction of 1968
against importation of Rhodesian
chrome.
Since that year a multitude of
organizations, domestic and international, have challenged the United States' abrogation of U.N.
sanctions. Perhaps the most prominent among them has been the
United Steeiworkers of America
(USWA). The primary effort of the
Steeiworkers has been to challenge
the mythology surrounding the
chrome-import issue, propagated
by America's corporate interests.
Given the precariousness of the
labor situation and the coercive
power of management, the threat
of unemployment is and has always
been the most effective means of
securing a steady and obedient
work force. Consequently, whenever economic sanctions become a
relevant issue—sanctions' that
would diminish the profit rates of
private industry—the spector of
job-loss is waved menacingly over
the heads of the laboring class.
The Rhodesian chrome issue is
no exception. Of the many justifications put forth by the minerals
industry for continued and unlimited importation of Rhodesian ferrochrome, the predicted job-loss
was the most salient. Thousands of
steeiworkers, it was argued, would
be laid off if the Byrd amendment
did not pass. Moral outrage must
bow to economic necessity. Not
only was this a false contention, but
the bar assertions of American
corporations—they were by no
means proofs—effectively concealed the most diabolical aspects of
the whole chrome-import issue.
Indeed, it was the very importation
of chrome, and not the Rhodesian
boycott, which forced steel workers
out of their jobs: "Today, seven
USWA locals which once employed
2,800 workers in four companies in
Ohio, West Virginia, South Carolina and Alabama now have a work
force almost 30 percent smaller—
directly attributed to ferrochrome
imports of which Rhodesia is the
largest source." (from a pamphlet

by the United Steeiworkers of
America, .1975). Thus, the steeLworkers, that entity most susceptible to unemployment "threats in
the minerals industry, has affirmed
the chrome boycott. They have
demonstrated that, because of the
bare subsistence wages in Rhodesia and the large government
subsidies enjoyed by Rhodesian ferrochrome manufacturers, United States corporations have deliberately promoted the cheap African
imports over domestic chrome
producers. Clearly the Byrd am-

endment is a multifaceted tool for
continued exploitation of African
peoples, massive cutbacks in the
wage bill for American manufacturers, and, consequently,
maintaining healthy profit margins
for the U.S. corporate elite.
As Henry Kissinger, John
Vorster and Ian Smith work but
their plans for the future of the
African population, and as the
media-acclaimed "transferral to
majority rule" unfolds, the defer; mining factors jn Rhodesia will not
be decided by diplornacy. The

character and intentions of U.S.
policy remains buried behind the
myriad negotiations of international dignitaries. The real significance, indeed the ultimate determinant of the U.S. stance towards
Rhodesia is and will continue to be
the terms of the economic links
between the two countries. Beneath all the rhetoric of the Ford
administration that self-determination is the goal, there remain
strong economic ties binding the
U. S. and the Rhodesian power
elite, and undergirding apartheid.
Continued on Page 8

Snow Shoe and the Iggle
by Seth Price
While all good Trinity scholars
were in Hartford booking it and all
bad Trinity scholars were somewhere on the east coast partying,
three scholars(?) spent open period
in the mid west. In particular, they'
were located in that bastion of
liberal politics and the five dollar
grass fine, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
But alas, this tale is about
neither Ann Arbor nor grass as its
title should indicate. Anyway, what
the hell is "Snow Shoe and The
The drive out to Michigan
lasted thirteen hours and as the
schplars' stomachs started grumbling somewhere on Route 80 in
central Pennsylvania, they noticed
a sign for "EXIT 22: SNOW
SHOE" Curiosity aroused, they
exited and approaced the "EXIT 22
RESTAURANT," where they partook of the least presented for their
consumption. (Wing Dings and
Fries cost $1.59 while a bowl of
chili was 60c.)
Snow Shoe is middle America.
Truckers stop there and, as the
placemat states, Snow Shoe's main
claim to fame is that it is a stop off
for people traveling on Route 80.
The decor is rioveau nada (a catchy
way of stating that it's unspectacular). The food is pretty good
and one can hear the announcer on
the blaring radio shout out "...and
here's the next biggy by Merle
Haggard." At the next table, a
little boy is asking an apparently
middle age whore if she "likes my

daddy?"
Meanwhile, nature beckons and
so it's off to the bathroom.
Undoubtedly, Ear] Butz would have
been pleased because not only was
it a "warm place to take a shit,"
but there on the wall behind the
pissoirs were two dispensers. And
what did they dispense? Obviously
there was no. abundance of drug
stores in Snow Shoe because they
dispensed condoms at 50c a shot.
And as the sign on one dispenser
said, they were there to "prevent
the spread of disease," 'Nuf said.
":" Baqk on the, road, we decided to
blast the radio, What we discovered was the Friday nights in
central Pennsylvania are high
school football nights and all
schools have a radio station that
broadcasts their games. After
sampling the offerings on the dial,
we settled on the game between
Bald Eagle (pronounced Iggle) and
the Tyrone Eagles (").
'Suffice it to say that the
announcer will never progress

beyond the Bald Eagle. His delivery was reminescent of a computer
learning to talk in a monotone. His
grasp of the game was similar to
my understanding of Calculus 414
(non existent) and his familiarity
with individual players was restricted to the numbers on their backs.
For the best results as you read
his reconstructed play by play, hold
your nose, talk.outloud in a dead
beat monotone and .remember,
Iggle equals Eagle.
"Tyron Iggles kick off. Nice
kick. Number 13 takes it for Bald
Iggle at the 35. He's tackled at the
36...Third down. Bald Iggle quarterback fades back. Nice pass. Real
nice pass. Number 46—uh—Jones,
catches it. Good play Iggle. Now
they line up again. Nice pass.
Good play. Good catch. Now the
kickoff..." at which point we
realized that Bald Eagle led 8-0.
We turned off the radio, content
to shoot the bull and six hours later
we found ourselves in Ann Arbor.
Wing Dings anyone?
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Alcoholics Support Ford
Editor,
f To theI chanced
to read the Tripod of

conscience raising what Joseph
McCarthy did for Senate investSept. 28, and much to my amaze- igating. He spent the length of his
m
ent 1 found two articles which commentary painting..a picture of
warranted a different brand of an alcoholic Trinity. Basically, we
response, other than the usual are all a bunch of drunken;escapist
yawn. The first was a rather unique idiots, who spend all of our time
attempt by Dr. Clyde McKee, Jr. to evading the "real" issues of life.
add further confusion to the Mr. Hornung certainly wasn't
already overexposed Carter-Ford gentle in his all-out attack on the
(or Ford-Carter, depending on your general student body here at the
religious beliefs) debates. It wasn't Trinity A.A.; and yet he laments
|he article that particularly attrac- that "most would never be seen
ted %y attention, instead I found with me at a bar." Mr. Hornung's
myself fascinated by the meticu- social problem does indeed have a
lously prepared poll of the political historical precedent. After Casca
science students which followed stabbed Caesar in "the back on
«ie article. The poll seemed to have March 14, Caesar wouldn't go out
°My one purpose; to prove beyond drinking with him either.
I shadow of a doubt that Gerald
My thesis is this: taken
will be elected President of separately, the McKee and Hory College. The purposeful nung articles are amusing but not
'. McKee, Jr., has done such altogether pertinent. However, if
job of convincing everybody the comments behind '• both are
fact, that it is rumored that correlated, a fascinating political
•ock is preparing job resumes. statement can be made. I shall now
, l he next article was written by demonstrate.
"iity's own version of Mark 1 McKee said that Ford is the
eyer t h e
MH
'
omniscient Rick candidate of Trinity College. Hqrnornu
<**'•
ne> who has done for social hung says that Trinity College is

made up of drunken escapist idiots
who evade the real issues of life.
Therefore, Gerald Ford is the
candidate who best typifies the
drunken escapist idiot who evades
the real issues of life. 'Nuff said.
Scott Claman

Kudos to Harisen
To the Editor:
Many thanks must be extended
Gerald Hansen, director of alumni
and external affairs, for his firstclass efforts'in organizing the First
Annual Alumni-Varsity Soccer
Game. I'm sure all the alumni
enjoyed the opportunity to play
once again, and to see old friends.
This game ended in a diplomatica
tie, but the next year the varsity
had better watch out. At any rate,
kudos, Gerald Hansen and Trinity
College for a most enjoyable
afternoon..
P.S. Mr. Hansen—you could
taste the vodka in the orange juice.
• - Roger McCord
50 Lobmis
N.Granby.Ct. 06060
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Collegiate CW76-5

12 Rank above knight
Part of USAF
13 Endurance
science
"Aba - — Honeymoon" 16 Relatives'on the
1 Servile
•
Aquatic mammal .
."mother's side '
8 Rich or prominent
fide .
:. 21 Garden tool
persons
27 Sky-blue
Cotton cloth
14 Frequenter
.
28 Gloomy (poet.)
Eating place.
15 Stuffed oneself
Certain
movie
29 "Valley of the •'„'
.17 Classroom, need
versions
30 Relay-race item
18 Experienced person
32 Common s u f f i x
62 Howl
19 Big bundle
34 P r e f i x : new
20 Knockout substance 63 Most sound
64 Men of Madrid
37 House bug
22 Suffix: body
38 "The
of
23 Basic Latin verb
Penzance"
24 Division of time
D
O
W
N
39 Tuscaloosa's state
26 Insect egg
1 Affair
40 Most tidy
26 Ship of old
28 Be afraid of
2 Fort or TV western 41 Agencies
42 Site of famous •
3 Edible mollusk
30 Nota
observatory
4 Workshop item
31 Old men
43 Come forth
5 Mineral suffix
33 Musical pieces
44 Payment returns
6 With 10-Down,
35 Exploit
47 Computer term
certainty
36 Tennis term
53 •'
for All
37 Disciplined and
7 "Scarlet Letter"
austere
character, et al. . Seasons"
8 Catholic devotion 54 Individuals
41 Radio or TV muff
55 Mark with lines
periods
45 Heap '
9 Assert
56 Heavy knife
,46 Picture game
58 Past president
10 See 6-Down
48 Designate
60 H.ine measure .•
- 49 Mr. Gershwin
11 Minerals
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50
51
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Commentary
Mellon Symposium

Horizons

Rosen Delivers Lecture

A Most Popular Program
by Marc Blumenthal
The new Horizons Program has
established itself as perhaps the
most popular broad-range lecture
series in the history of Trinity
College. Almost five hundred people including many Hartford area
residents attended the second and
third presentations of the program.
Dr. Michael Sacks, assistant
professor of sociology, spoke on
"Sexual Equality in Soviet Russia"
on September 28. On October 5,
Dr. Joseph Bronztno, associate
protessor ot engineering delivered
a talk entitled "The Doctor's Black
Back Revisited: The New Techniques in Medicine." Both lectures
were ^ held in the Washington
Room.
According to Sacks, sexual
equality in Russia in earler days
was typified best by the statement,
"A hen is not a chicken and a
woman is not a person." That
attitude has changed considerably
during the Soviet period.
Sacks presented the concept of
sexual equality withing the context
of the conflict between job and
family. He first described the
• family as a basic economic unit.
Citing effects of the social turmoil
caused by the-Second World War
and the demographic transition of
industrialization since 1917, Sacks
pointed to those sociological phenomena which resulted in a more
acute demand for labor to which
women responded.
: Sacks quoted innumerable
facts, fitures, charts, and tables to
support his arguments. He emphasized that although certain intraSoviet inequality exists, sexual
equality is realized more firmly in
Soviet Russia.
The future for sexual equality in
Soviet Russia is ambiguous according to Sacks. He noted that tranquil
social life produces a switch back, to

the nuclear family and a reverse of
egalitarianism.
One major criticism of Sacks'
presentation is the frequent sociological fault of overuse of statistics.
Compared with the plethora of
statistical information, Sacks offered relatively little in the way of
interpretation and theme. The
object of sociological study is such
interpretational guidelines which
were somewhat vague in Sacks'
lecture.
Professor Bronzino's lecture on
new medical techniques was extremely broadranging. It provided
the listener with a wide view of the
inipace of modern technology on
the medical world. Bronzino attempted to trace specific developments in the history of medicine to
show the role of "modern machin:
ery.
Bronzino emphasized that the
roles of physician and nurse have
been altered drastically in that all
medical personnel must also have a
rather sophisticated understanding
of electronic instruments.
The X-ray was the first and
most important in a long line of
technological innovations of which
the brain and body scanner is one
of the most recent. The scanner
allows the physician an inner view
in a cross-sectional fo^rn of any part
of the body. It is an example of
what Bronzino called non-invasive
diagnostic techniques.
According to Bronzino, another
major new thrust of modern medicine is the increasing utilization of
computerization. This is most
vividly illustrated in automated
multi-phased health testing which
uses computers to perform many
tests on patients and report efficiently on their results.
Bronzino was the first Horizons
speaker to use visual aids in the
form of a slide presentation interspersed throughout his lecture.

>.
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be transmitted intelligently in this
article.)
Dr. Rosen sees Hegel, the 19th
century German phi(pspher, as a
"transcendental historicist." That
is to say that to Hegel there is no
distinction between history and
nature.'the roots of human history
are within eternity.
Hegel's philosophy has strong
connections with theology, and God
plays a large part in Hegel's view
of the dialictical process of history.
"History," says Dr. Rosen in
explaining Hegel, "is the process
in which man develops from belief
in God to knowledge of God."
Hegel's philosophy is a myriad
of contradictions. Probably the
photo by Carl Cm-more
largest is that although he states
Dr. Stanley Rosen
that a logical rethinking of history
must occur beypna...history,' his
writing is in itself a historical
' by John Zondcrman
For the second lecture by a event, a tninifestation of the human
visiting scholar, the Mellon Sym- spirit within history.
posium presented by Dr. Stanley
AH philosophies must deal with
Rosen of the philosophy depart- the problem of what will happen at
ment at Pennsylvania State Univer- the end of history, and when that
sity. Dr. Rosen's lecture, entitled end of history will occur.. Most
"Hegel and Historicism" was philosophies posit that history will
delivered before a rather small end on judgement day, when some
gathering in McCook Auditorium individuals will be given immortalon Thursday evening, October 7.
ity in the afterlife and others will
In continuing the practice start- not. Hegel believes that only if one
led two weeks ago, the guest lectur- understands God conceptually can
er was introduced by a former one-be in God's presence, and
student. Drew Hyland, who intro- therefore be given immortality. But
duced the symposium a few weeks one who is dead could have no
concept of God, so therefore that
ago, studied with Dr. Rosen.
Besides his position as profes- immortality would manifest itself
sor of philosophy at Penn State, Dr. in this life. "History," states Dr.
Rosen is also Senior Fellow at the Rosen, again paraphrasing Hegel,
Institute for Arts and Humanistic "is essentially completed (yet'
Studies at Penn State. He is the contingently completed) when man
author of several scholarly articles attains a concept of God."
as well as three books.
Withing the framework of the
(The subject matter Dr. Rosen symposium topic, "The Concept of
dealt with in his lecture was very the Individual in the Nineteenth
difficult, and this reporter shall not Century," Hegel is a key figure.
pretend to have understood it all. It For it is in Hegel that one finds the
is hoped, however, that some of the synthesis between the two views of
main points were grasped and will. the individual, that of .the indivi-

dual as a monatic (solitary) entity,
and that of the individual as a
relational entity.
When man reaches a stage of
unity with God, when "God comes
to know himself by man coming to
know him," history will be essentially completed. Until then, "history will repeat itself exactly and
forever."
As I have said before, this is a
terribly difficult topic to articulate,
expecially for a neophyte. Fortunately, Dr. Rosen did so far better
than I have done in this article.
Dr. Rosen's dry wit kept the
lecture, which was long (after he
had been speaking for an hour he
commented that he wduld .not be
offended if anyone left at that time,
but that he was staying because he
wanted to hear how it finally
ended) moving at a fast pace. Dr.
Rosen also has an amazing ability
to rephrase technical language so
that it is easily understood by
non-philosophy students. In this
way. he made the lecture both
palatable and enjoyable for the
general public

Chrome
continued from Page 7
To this day, under the provisions of
the Byrd amendment, the U.S. still
imports Rhodesian chrome.
No, U.S. policy towards Rhode-r
sia is not a matter of shuttle diplomacy. It will not be determined by
political celebrities. It is not confined to the realm of "policy". It is %
no exageration to say that, for now,
the fate of Zimbabwe is a matter of
resources, trade, foreign credit,
and labor; a matter of external
markets; a matter of economic
relations; and, in no small part, a
matter of chrome.

Boo! Examining the Horror Film
byJlmShepard
Horror film. Say those words.
What impressions' leap to mind?
Bela Lugosi's accent? Karloffs
food-dragging hobble? Godzilla
devastating a model Tokyo? Of all
film genres,, horror has been until
recently considered critically somewhere between the western and the
cartoon in position of esteem. But
the genre lived, thrived on, Frankenstein (1031) and King Kong
(1933) are still showing up in film
'-festivals, long outliving their more
"sophisticated*' contemporaries.
Oh, they could be campy, or fan,
the critics would admit, but would
you discuss it in a seminar?
Certainly, a good amount of the
horror films one can suffer through
at one A.M. are so ineptly made
they rarely scare a street-wise six
year old, let along suggest ideas of
any worth or provide an insight or
two. Any poor soul who actually sat
through The Horror Of Party Beach
or Billy the Kid Meets Dracula
knows just how bad the genre can
be. At its worst, it is a melange of
vaguely sickening yet strangely
unconvincing gore, absurd plots,
amateurish acting, and perhaps the
worst scripts any actor was ever
saddled with. So we witness 11 foot
monsters with victims underfoot,
towering over cowering men and
; the protagonist saying grimlyr
"Stay back. It could be danger-• ous," endless solemn recantations
. of old grindingly familiar legends
•; ("The.vampire can only be destroyed by..."} and Boris Karioff,
v half his body slowly turning to

glittering metal, jerking uncontrolr
lably, and his wife complaining that
he's "changed so."
Still, as the horror film can be
justly tried for these sins, so can
any other kind of film. There are
certainly enough inane westerns,
melodramas, etc., to make.it evident that horror has not yet
cornered the market on poor films.
No longer, I believe, would anyone
contend that that is all the genre
contains or is capable of. Films'all
the way from The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari (1919) to Psycho (1960)
have proven their worth as masterly filmmaking. Admittedly, the
genre possesses inherent weaknesses which can inhibit intelligent
filmmaking. The number of excellent horror films is small; very
small when compared to the total
number of horror films. Nonetheless the existence of even one
proves the potential is there. For
every avalanche of films like I Was .
a Teenage Frankenstein, there is a
gem, like The Bride of Frankenstein (1935) or Freaks (1932). It is
not impossible to work intelligently
or even profoundly in the genre.
The genre itself can, I think, be
divided into three rough categories, of which Gothic horror films
are the first and most obvious.
These are the films that most
readily come to mind, Frankenstein, Dracula (1931), et al. These
are the gloomy atmospheric pieces
in which we the viewers are usually
the hero invade the world being set
up and deal with it on its own
terms. Like Alice's looking Glass

World, it may be odd, but the rules
are just as strict. A vampire may
only be destroyed with a wooden
stake, a werewolf, a silver bullet.
The style and atmosphere of these
films is. very often expressionistic,
some of the more effective examples being reminiscent of the works
.of Ensor and Munch. T.J. Ross
noted the "overriding emphasis on
distorted emotional capacities,...on
energies wildly miscast." Thus the
ominous landscapes are filled with
shrieking hulks, obssessed scientists, raging mobs, and gasping
heroines.
What moygs.us and scares us in
the effective films is the freakish
and frightening isolations the
individuals are trapped in. These
types of horror film are humanist in
conception and concern. We care
(or, are supposed to) about Lon
Chaney^r. inJThe WoUhian (1941).
We care about Karloffs creature in
Frankenstein. Of course the usual
scare stuff is always present: the
brooding ruins, moonlit fens, and
hideous faces.but in the best fiims,
that which scares us is that which
provides the insight, the understanding: the concept being explored is inseperable from the
"terror".
Then, in the fifties, a funny
thing happened. Frankenstein and
the Count were out, shipped to
England for revivification in the
Hammer studio blood baths, and
taking their place was something
new and different, in reaction to
the atomic age, widespread interest in technology, and the onset of

for us a bit of the meaning he had
for depression audiences. The
once-exploited turns . the tables
on the exploiters. How many in the
breadlines would have loved to do
to New York what Kong did?
The third, and most recent,
phase, the psychological horror
film, such as Psycho, Repulsion
(1965), and Targets (1968), and a
good many others all dealth with
"disturbed" protagonists, the na- '
ture of whose disturbance, importantly, is not explained. Psycho is
an obvious exception, and many
critics felt that the explanatory
scene at the end of the film worked
against it as a whole.
•
The best horror films neither try
to clear up, explain away, nor
reveal as.a hoax their nightmarish
happenings. The mystery is still
The Japanese variety of these . there at the end, and a great deal of
films, the first being Godzilla the horror seems to be dependent
(1955) have at times attempted to
establish a rappore between the' on that. Thus I agree Psycho is
beast and a human, usually a small weakened by the "official" explanation it provides, as is The Cabinet
boy, with predictably inane results.
of Dr. Caligari by framing story
Of this kind of film, King Kong,
placed around the original work in
clearly towers above the rest.
Besides the magnificent special which the story is revealed to be
simply the wanderings of a lunatic
effects which allowed audiences to
mind.
swallow the rather incredible goings-on, there's enough plain acIn a review of Night Must Fall
tion—dinosaur battles, abduction, critic Otis Ferguson described the
J
dangerous natives, riots, gore, and
film as working amost like a
even the good old Army Air
surgeon in its "healing function...
]
Corps—to hold anyone -in their because those who would appear in ,
seats. There's even a bit of sadism
headlines simply as fools or fiends
peeping through the edges. He reveal themselves gradually here in
is essentially eympatnenc—tragic,
impulses common to all human*
perhaps—the best in the fairy tale iry...So they are to be understood,
who neglected to turn into the and even when most pitiless and
handsome prince, but still conveys
terrible, pities."
the Cold War—'The Big Beast,
Mutant, or Thing from Space. The
horror -film became dehumanized.
Instead of a heroic conflict between
individuals (Gothic monsters always -being roughly human in
appearance and conception), a
simpler set-up , is provided, with
either a mutation fo some animal or
plant species, prehistoric beast, or
extraterrestial evH vs. a nonentity
team man fighting for the home
front. These films are much colder
and analytical in tone, always
offering "scientific" explanations
for the mayhem. The good, guys
never consider dealing with or
trying to coexist with the rampaging creature, those who do, as
every six year old monster watcher
knows, being the very first candidates for oblivion. "'
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Sand Crab

The Auk

thus speaks the sand crab
cross-eyed and ho"pping drunk
over the wet. night sand.
"Don't find me a home,

is not a mythic bird.
He guards no Shadow river.
His ashes would stay ashes
never to rise again young.

I can't sit still.
I am ocean, the waves
throwing their changing-1 bodies
on the jetties.

The auk is no archetypal symbol.
Few even know the chilly child
of the north .seas. His blood
moves in quickened veins.

Life is hard and damp.
:
I've known the
final,
crushing weight of wave pressed sand;
the black vault pressing

The small squire of Pluto,
the cold planet, the auk swims
in a nighted world
whose sun passes early.

and sifting over and down
and filling in on itself.
I am the beach's own mushroom
bleached by the darkness;

The reason for a poem
about the auk is, someone
remembered him in passing,
standing at the top

the beach's small champion
jousting and jousting
in the night.

of this spinning world
and hold on for dear life
with webbed swimming feet
and wings useless for flying.

BvE.K.T.

BY E.K.T.

JEW Mud I:
Descriptions of Nothingness
Fog on the Ompotnpanousuc
River
From the car
the fog is a low-slung cloud
lying along the river bed
and reaching up its banks.
The stripped trees stand on the hill
like comb teeth
that rake the sky.
They leave their fine soft cardings
in cloudy shreds on the river ice
to be washedin the thaw.
In the summer, in Vermont;
I used to say the stripes of fog
were ghosts
of people wandering in the evening.
Whose ghost must this be,
if not my own and yours, ••
forced out by the silence
of the last two hundred miles?
Nothing spoken,
not even a chuckle over the river's name.

, these are out
lines from the book
of prayers: benches, a violin, the
bodies pressed together
how long
can it last: this wet weather, our
2 hoods, pulled up? we look
for a dry place to sit,
a little shelf, you
unfold the train
schedule, an old score.
how can a bunch of strings, a box
of air? tell my spine i'm alive
alive & turning colors, alive & turning
pages, tables; turning about, o love
o i love without question what you
do & do not do. the bow
arm; at rest, a pair of eye-glasses
upside down & off. key
chain, keys, pausing
at the front door
arrange the lines
and read them
or steal a few, and sleep
between them

By Susan B. Curtis
By Carol Edelstein
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Bv Daniel Kelman

Beware of Thieves
and Lyres
Before leaving,
Please lock the windows

Come Out

And strip the sheets.
Turn the thermostat to fifty
And put out all the lights
But one—to discourage thieves.
Before leaving.
Take the star chart from the bureau,
Spread it on the kitchen floor,

r^

And paint a dot near Vega.
Make this my heart.
Look skyward now
To space near Vega.
There is my heart,

Come out from under my car
grease smearedon your face
and then on mine, blackness smoothed
down my perfumed neck
cold and wet, searching
to cover me. gentle
, blackness.
Come out from under, my ear
in the little backroom
my white shirt laid
by a grease rag* * r .
I curl around you, like
fire in the coals,
tacking the worn doors; you
lick the flames to darkness.
Come out from under my car
f
wake me from a dream, make
it real. I pay into your hand
.gloved black—and cold,
back put purring white cadiilac, ,
and carefully dab a spot
of grease from my finger.

Shining near the Lyre,
Waiting for when you return.

*.By Michael O'MaUey

.^*,
^

By Jamie Petillo
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the siege of fenway
overhead the oriole caws,
shadow slung on your green leviathan,
and the crowds no longer stretch,
in that seventh inning.

Bundling In Boston
Slyly climbing into her womb
So quietly so as not to wake my roomate
We make love as thieves cut glass
Avoiding the electric eyes and the electric tape
Which winds it way around all edges
Close to the paint-flecked wooden sills
There the termites burrow new quarters

the cut of your sVing is not quite
as prodigious as once, your wrists
won't bend as quick.
duke of fenway, your tenure's almost up
your prince deposed, your king
dead
after forty summers.

Then the light shines upon me
I am, as always, awake to the dawn
It creeps first across the neon lights
Then down the Gulf sign to the warehouse windows
Finally stalking the streets, quietly
Quieter than my cat on the roof
Who eats all the diseased mice without dying itself

you blame your fall on stinging hands,
unhappy warriors,
but i see no one paint his feet with mud.
the inscriptions say
no common man may touch the goats,
"do not touch the goats
but £ou insisted,

That cat is my brother
Black enough to be dangerous to widows and children
Yet sly enough to stay mine
Only coming back when my feet are cold
Under the stained Army surplussquare blanket
That deforms my body into circles and valleys
I cannot undo myself as easily as before

served fenway franks, leavened bread,
and beans
expecting no reply from the gods.
the law is strict regarding beans,
"shalt not eat thy parents' head,"
which is to say no male shall eat beans.

I slip quietly to the floor
Leaving my lover still asleep in her gin bottle
I must go and stalk the dawn
With my cat and his subtle tail
Twitching almost invisibly as I leave the stench
And the cold comes into me
Changing into shivers of ice
Over shattering teeth of pain

your barons frederick and carlton
and richard would not have their hairs
cut by a free man
but by the hairlessiatboy
hidden in your locker room.
and i warned you against wearing unbroken rings,
knots in your sox.

By Jeremy Meyer

too late now for prophecy,
opposing armies knock at your wall,
yankees spit at your pennant.
Bv Steven Veilleux

MARION BROWN:
IMJAZZ HOT
feathering the keys
of that brass heron
tickling it till it
squeals croaks chokes
sings like a duck
a bell

a woman in the alley

he rides it
laughing its metal
in answer to the piano toes
tapping and teeth hammers
the bass tumbling from the strings
a giant Conga heartbeat
against the shimmering of cymbals
and shaky bells like star/light
and memories your skin crawls up to
and blushes hot.
By JeffDufresne

By Nina George
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Litany For A Woman, III
After midnight,
and I am filling the tea-kettle,
knowing you are gauging
the numbered bell-reverberations of its water
as I place it on the stove.
I know you, lying there in the dark,
listening, prickled,
sucking the bitterness from your tongue,
thinking of razor-blades,
crumpling inward in horror.
If have told you to think of his
Boats on the Seine at Argenteuil, or The Water Lilies,
or The Cathedrals,
to remember how I hold you,
perhaps to dwell upon
that fatal one night cameo Venetian room we shared,
or Paris when I put chocolate under your pillow-^
anything that might anchor you with usi
The kettle-hot shriek pierces your sanity:
I feel you clutch and wince
they are slicing yourflesh "
.. .; .T.
;
and the blood chokes on your tongue;
the tea steams
I cannot come in to you, tonight
.
my heart will break:
I am no healer of the mind. '

You have sat staring,
vacant in the chair all day; silent as a rose;
your eyes are shadows tracing oblivion;
the room has vanished;
as I move about, you confuse me with the ticking clock.
Later, you are frightened by the dinner:
some profane configuration from which you shrink in agony
and do not see me weeping our double burden.
Ill
By Bruce Polslcy

Old with Mozart
and Vivaldi
And now Ella Shillingford is
old,
the glory of her years
gone,
.
her breasts deflated bells
the sound of which
tolls only in
memory.

;

;

She squats on the three-legged stool
of time
gingerly staring
at glass cherries
in crystal balls.
Mozart and Vivaldi salt
her bitter path of
Crete!,
Johannes gone long ago,
while the Witch
from the Gingerbread den
beckons
unceasingly.
By Helen Lawson

And then again,.
so angry you were, seeming to fly
against the walls,
an exquisite, violently trapped
Lepidoptera;
holding your scream between my ears, I,
trying to beat the demon monkey on-y.our back
have failed your soul and
broken the body instead;
miserere, miserere nobis,
you who have curdled before me,
bruised remembrance now forgetting,
spent in my arms .at last;
.
The terror is contagious.
IV
So long we have been drifting, rising,
shedding the choleric nets, the
poisoned darkness,
.
. .
incantation-fed on shibboleths
the uninitiated cannot steal;
At last, an exodus from Mordor:
Time has ceased its crying in the black passageways;
even you
are lighter now beneath my hand;
At last, your smile connects.
The mad-months bridge broken by your courage;
together welcome the return,
help again redraw the lines,
hidden so long
in your fire and ice.
By Nina George
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no ideas but in
the next deadline is Friday, Oct. 29. Box
#1527. (Artwork: 525-7015.)
also, "Le 1st student
poetry reading will be held in Goodwyn Lounge
on the Thursday of October Twenty-first. Five
and one-half Trinity students will interpret
original works. To find out more about the
activities of the British Literary Circle, come join
us at eight o'clock. Refreshing crumpets and
wind will be served."
the Circle's information staff is available, box
#106, or through William Engel (525-8351).
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Arts and Reviews
MANDRAGOLA Opens Theatre Season
by Andrew Simon
Machiavelli's Italian Renaissance comedy, Mandragola [The
Mandrake] will be the first production of the 1976-1977 Trinity
theatre arts program. The show,
directed by Geoge E. Nichols HI,
chairman of rh« theatre arts
department wilt be performed in
the J.L. Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center at 8:15 p.m. on
succesive Fridays and Saturdays,
October 15, 16, 22, 23 and
November 5, with a 2:30 matinee
on Sunday, October 24.
The comedy, based on Latin
models, was written around 1510
and is generally considered the
finest of its kind. As in his better
known masterpiece The Prince
(through which his . name has
becom synonymous with expediency and opportunism), Machiavelli
looks at life with cool detachment.
The dissolute society of sixteenthcentury Florence inspired the writing of Mandragola, but the comedy
alludes to unprincipled society in
any age.
Mandragola chronicles the lust
and corruption of a cynical, self-interested society. Hearing in Paris
of the great beauty of the lawyer
Nicia's wife Lucrezia, the youthful

Callimaco is stricken with love for
her, a love that increases when he
returns to Florence and actually
sees her. Driven by an irresistible
desire to possess Lucrezia, Callimaco enters into a conspiracy with
an unscrupulous parasite, Ligurio.
Though they have been married
six years, the Nicias have remained
childless. At Ligurio's suggestion,
Callimaco disguises himself as a
doctor and informs Nicia that a
potion made from the mandrake
root will cure Lucrezia's barrenness. Callimaco goes further to say
that the first man to lie with
Lucrezia after she has taken the
potion will die within a week.
Nicia first rebels at this plan.
However, he is finally persuaded to
go along with Ligurio's plot to
capture a young man in the street,
thrust him into Lucrezia's chamber
and thus draw off the initial
dangers of the potion. Unknown to
Nicia, Callimaco is to be that man.
Her fears put to rest by the
sancitmonious urgings or a licentious priest, Fra Timoteo, and the
hypocritical assurances of her
greedy mother, Lucrezia yields
with misgivings. So delightful does
she find the experience that
Lucrezia arranges with her foolish

husband's enthusiastic assurance
to give Callimaco freedom to come
and go at will in Nicia's house.
Nichols said of the play, "The
corruption that affects all its
characters seems singularly familiar in these post-Watergate days.
The immorality of its basic premise
leaves no one untouched. Each
character works
to his own
interest. Even the innocent Lucrezia is ultimately contaminated by
the dishonest scheming of those
she should trust most: her mother,
her husband and her priest.
The production 's costumes
and settings, designed by Jan Fox
and Dodd Latjmer, respectively,
are inspired by the Italian Renaissance. Jim Moskow has set the
show's songs to free adaptations of
period music. Included in the case
are two performers who recently
studied at the O'Neill Center's
National Theatre Institute, Phil
Riley as Nicia and Robert Rovezzi
as Fra Timoteo. Jim Abrams
appears as Callimace, Ian MacNeil
portrays the sponger, Ligurio, and
Lucrezia is played by Felice
Hawley.
For reservations, phone 5278062.

Trinity students, Phil Riley, Ian MacNeil and Jim Abrams rehearse
for upcoming performance of Mandragola.
photo by Jeff Seibert

A scries of dance films is-being
sponsored by the Student Dance
Organization. The films will be shown
in Alumni Lounge on Wednesday
evenings at 8:30. There is no charge
and the series is open to the public.
The films being shown for the first
four weeks are: Oct. 1}, Plisetskaya
Dances Adagio; Oct. 20, Dance: Robert
Joffrey Ballet, Pas de Deux; Oct. 27,
Ballet with Edward Villella, New York
City Ballet; Nov. 3, Dance: Four
Pioneers. Dancer's World.
Crossword on p. 7

Frasconi: Visual Essays on Humanism
by Julia B. Vigneron
Antonio Frasconi, one of the
greatest printmakers of today, is
currently showing some of his
latest work here at Trinity College
in the Widener Gallery at Austin
Arts Center. Frasconi is sharing his
own personal—yet universalviewpoints and concern for the
brotherhood of man, and man in
the scheme of world order.
Frasconi appeared on September 28 to show two films that were
made inconjunction with his son.
The first was about his printing
technique, and the second was a
stream of consciousness essay:
visual images provided by the artist
to correspond with readings from
Walt Whitman's poetry.
The artist struck me as being
accessible, truly personable and
very human. These qualities came
across in his films as well. It is
important to be very aware of the
printmaker's technique, for his
craftsmanship is essential to the
finished product. Watching Frasconi sketch on his wood with a sure
hand in quick calligraphic strokes is
very valuable. A few rapid gestures
with charcoal and ink produce a

flock of teeming birds. None of the
spontaneity is lost when he painstakenly carves the woodblock.
Frasconi exhibits an amazing facility in carving; his Japanese tool;
become extensions of his hands
and fingers,
Frasconi states that he is not a
painter in the conventional sense:
"A painter is a person who works
with color." Yet he is extremely
sensitive to colors and their relationships. He enjoys the actual act
of printing: spreading the ink over
the block, genly laying a sheet of
rice paper on top, and firmly
rubbing in the color. The artist's
touch and whims are everywhere
evident in the resultant textures.
Frasconi shares a sentiment
with the poet Walt Whitman:
Man's role in the natural environment and that which he himself
creates. This mutual affinity comes
through in the graphics provided to
illustrate Whitman's poetry in the
second film. Frasconi is well-known
as an illustrator,.; particularly of
children's books. His vivid, clear,
colorful images are appealing to all
ages and interests.
Echoes of the Walt Whitman

Syracuse University
Masters in Business Administration

film, with its nature imagery, are
quickly noticed in the lobby of
Austin Arts. Frasconi1 s collection
of six woodcuts entitled The Sound
hangs there. Like Monet, who
traced the atmospheric differences
in color during time changes,
Frasconi has observed the dramatic
alterations made upon the sea as
the sun moves across the sky from
early morning to late evening.
Those familiar calligraphic birds
flit across skies that change from
the rich purples and reds of the
rising sun to the cold blues, violets,

greys and black of evening and
night. An afternoon view picks up
the texture, and swirls of water
currents as the wind rises. Through
out the day," water patterns change
and alternate in colors from pinks,
yellows and orange to blues and
greens and finally violet. There
may be some reflection of nineteenth century Japanese woodblock
prints, but the textural feeling here
in Frasconi is too integrated- and
important to the work to say that
the Ukiyo-e prints are indeed a
major influence.

eompare our prices mdsiiei with.-those ofMI comptitor
us
, - r - . also not teTYiaity
them
large
16 pieces for

s

3.60

Program

medium

not available
our medium equals
their large!
large
12 pieces for

12 pieces

$

Recruiting Visitation
small
The School of Management of Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York, will be
interviewing interested applicants for the
Masters in Business Administration Program
on Wednesday, November 3,
from 1:30 - 4:30 pm.
For further information inquire at the
. Career Counseling Office at Trinity

Inside the gallery there are
several stark images that immediately jolt the senses and strangle
the throat. On one wall two intaglio
prints are set together. They are
part of his L*w and Order series;
Kent and Jackson (both 1971).
Using a medium that effectively
reproduces the effects of black and
white television, fine silvered horizontal lies streak across black inert
figures. A red rifle sighting is
superimposed on Kent, zeroing in
on sprawled bleeding bodies. Black
continued on page 16

8 pieces for

$

!.6O

3.58
small

'tax included in
price

6 pieces for
$

19

must show i.d. card for discount

1.98

plus tax

"The word is around Trinity
Pizza House is number one"
114 New Britain Ave.

527-9088
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More Arts
Frasconi: Visual Essays on Humanism
continued from page 15
corpses flash on and off in the
mind's eye like the earliest movies
in slow motion.
The television cameras that
caught the Kent shooting incidents
and riots were never so explicit or
moving. The inexcusable and unnecessary deaths of the students

are again called to mind.
Frasconi wants to shock mankind to a greater awareness of the
worst crime in nature: man's
inhumanity to man. This is a
timeless, universal theme. Indeed,
Frasconi represents and illustrates
the universal brotherhood of all
artists. He also shares an intimate

understanding with the Spanish
poet Frederico Garcia Lorca (18981936), and this affinity stretches
across many levels, with a basis in
a shared Spanish heritage.
The largest series, and perhaps
the most unusual of Frasconi's
works, is entitled Cantos A Garcia

PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Richard Sfaron, Prop.

•
•
•
•

DELICIOUS PIZZA
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
SPAGHETTI

Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PS11A WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE

BELMONT
MUSIC SHOP
largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING ID. CARD
163 Washington Street

522-2209

Lorca (1974-75). A series of eleven
combination intaglio/aquatint/
woodcuts, the prints are an expositions in imagery of Lorca's essay on
Granada, the Spanish city in which
he was born and loved so much.
Lorca too was dismayed at the
dehumanization of modern man
Lorca has now become a
symbol, and embodiment of all
things Spanish. His love for
Spanish tradition and the warm
sunny landscapes of the south are
expressed in Granada, Frasconi
picks up on this theme that he
closely identifies with, and reproduced the title and part of the
essay. He then went on to illustrate
'"impressions of this old, embattled
traditional city. As an illustrator,
Frasconi effectively captures the
images of Lorca in the next nine
prints.
Granada's architectural heritage owes much to its long
occupation by the Moors. Islamic
decorative motifs are thus the
dominant themes. Iconoclastic by
nature, these ornamental schemes
rely on naturalistic and gemometric
patterning, with a special emphasis
on calligraphy. Frasconi, using
vivid, warm colors, gives a contemporary lift to the geometric and
stylized patterns. Kufic script is
authentically reproduced, repeated
and alternately reversed. This
common decorative form has been
highly stylized and adds a beautiful
touch.
These abstract designs develop

into architectural frameworks employing archways, columns, and
clerestories all in the Moorish
manner. The hot dancing colors are
enhanced by the juxtapositions and
color interactions caused by further
geometric patterning. Finally we
reach a totally abstract space with
more subdued tones of brick,
ochre, brown, and earth. The last is
an all-black essay, contrasting a
glossy sheen with a dull matte
finish; we are back to the original
geometric arrangements. '
The poet viewed himself as a
brother to all men, despite his
firece love for Spain. The attitude
enhances the tragedy surrounding '
Lorca's death. Caught up in the '
whilwind of the Spanish Revolution
in the thirties, he was executed as a
traitor. His death has increased his
symbolism and universality. It is
easy and pertinent for Frasconi to
see Lorca, a fellow artist, as a
symbol of unjustifiable and unwartanted murder, just as he did the
Kent State incident.
Thus there are many levels
upon which it is possible to
approach Frasconi and his work.
He is a technically gifted printmaker, a true colorist, a visual
poet, illustrator, political protestor,
and genuine humanist. It is his
dream that the unnecessary realism of Kent can be overcome and
mankind can walk in the halls of
Granada and peacefully spend the
time to watch the everchanging
sea.

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS
GALLUP &.ALFRED
area's largest sheetmusic-record dealer

>

ANNOUNCES
an additional 10% student discount on all LP records
(special sale items excluded)
201 Asylum St.
525-3121
OPPOSITE CIVIC CENTER
The CBC Social Committee presents

SOUTHSIDEJOHflVNY
THE ASBURY JUKES
with guests
Alpha Band
Sat., Oct 23 at 9:30 p.m.
McConaughy Hall
Wesley an Univ., Middletown
Tickets:
$4. In advance; $5. at the door

Stairway to Heaven (Hartford)
Integrity n' Music (WethersfSeld)
coming soon; Taj Majal and Ry Cooder

LARGEST
SELECTION
OF HEAD/GEAR
in Conn,
with the lowest prices
Jewelry, Waterbeds, Leather!
Custom Made Pipes, Incense
Candles, Massage Oils, Head Gear i

25% OFF all Merchandise with this ad
UCt. Io
U C t . d'i

Tower of Power, Pine Crest, Shelton, Ct.
Roger McGuinn, QuinnipiacCollege

Oct27
J. l l

Lynyrd Skynyrd, Waterbury, Ct.
Chicago, New Hayen Coliseum

944 Maple Ave., Hartford -:247-4972
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More Arts
Film Review:

VINCENT, FRANCOIS, PAUL ET LES AUTOES
by Nina George
careless and happy, as middle age Francois begins to reform, his wife'
Vincent, Francois, Paul et les is inevitable fraught with disinte- leaves him and so he and Vincent
Autoes. Dir.: Claude Sautet;-with gration and disillusionment of all become even more dependent on
Yves Montand, Michel Piccoli, kinds.
one another. Paul remains trapped
Serge Reggiani, Stephane Audran.
The film chronicles the various by his "writer's block" but can
France 1976.
aspects of all these people's lean on his wife and friends.
Claude Sautet has put together interrelationships, over a short
a group of some of France's finest period of time in which the feelings
actors, to create a beautifully they have had for one another over
filmed realistic drama about middle many years are finally exposed.
age, love, suffering, and friend- Vincent and his ex-wife manage to
ship. The film is primarily the story develop a surprisingly compasof Vincent (Yves Montand), a small sionate rapport, and his former
industrialist whose business is mistress is even flexible enough to
by Ira Goldman
about to go bankrupt, whose return as his friend at a time when
The Hartford area has suddenly
still-beloved but separated wife most of his life's foundations seen
(Stephane Audran) wants a div- to be eroded. Finally, when Vincent become the scene' of quite a
orce, and whose mistress of two business fails, his former partner number of events in the exploding
years is about to leave him. Vincent buys him out and gives him a job in field of progressive jazz, or jazztakes refuge in his long-standing the same factory, where he is now rock as it can also1 be termed.
friendship with two other men and on a level with his worker-friend, Popularized by such musicians as
their own troubled families. Fran- Jacques. He talks Jacques into John McLaughlin, Chick Corea and
cois (Micel Piccoli) is a rich, cynical taking on a bad-risk prize fight, most recently, Jeff Beck, jazz-rock
doctor, whose original charitable which gives the audience several artists are reaching bigger andand humanitarian ideals have been minutes of anxious suspense. Nev- bigger audiences. Traditionally,
traded for profits. He, too, is ertheless, Jacques wins on a progressive and avante-garde rock
lonely, for his young wife is technical knock-out and takes home seemed to reach into the field of
engaged • in multiple adulterous $1,500 for his mistress. He, too, jazz-now, progressive jazz artists
affairs and openly despises him in however, is disillusioned, knowing also seem to be. exploring this
front of their friends. He and his boxing will never be as good as "fuzzy area" that lies between the
Vincent try to find comfort in their he had hoped, and decides to give two disciplines.
Wesleyan's McConaughty Hall
friendship with Paul (Serge Reggi- it up.
ani), an unemployed writer who
In a moving scene in which the and the Wesleyan Social Commithas lost the inspiration to finish his three friends open themselves up tee were hosts to several jazz
novel, who is nevertheless blessed to each other for the first time in musicians of note last Friday
with a faithful, understanding, and years, Paul lashes out against night-Jack DeJohnett's Directions,
beautiful wife.
Francois's corrupt attitudes toward featuring the outstanding guitarist
John Abercrobie, and Latin Saxist
In addition to Francois and his profession as a physician, and Gato Barbieri.
Paul, Vincent is dose to a young Francois in turn attacks Paul's
worker at his plant. Jacques literary impotence. All of them
DeJohnette's Directions, inclu(Gerard Depardies) is an amateur seem contemptuous of Paul for his ding talented saxist Alex Foster,
boxer living with his pregnant lover business-failure. But their cruelty Ron McClure on bass and keywho works in a grocery store. It is is only the frankness afforded deep boardist Warren Bernhardt (as well
not immediately apparent why friendship, and subsequently turns as DeJohnette on drums) opened
Sautet has included this young to support.
the show, andjplayed several songs
Francois becomes aware of the from their recently-released ECM
couple, but as the film progresses
we see that they are perhaps the indifferent avarice with which he album, 'Untltled.. Forced to start
only "untainted" ones—as yet. has conducted his medical practice their set without a proper sound
Sautet seems to be saying that when Vincent has a heart-attack check, the band encountered numyouth is automatically relatively comes under his care. Just as

and a refuge from pain.
The film is well photographed
and edited, with a series of
soft-colored sequences that are
never overly romantic. Vincent,
comes under the rubric of good
"human interest drama."

The messages here are two:
First, that traditional middle-class,
middle-aged ways of living may not
be realistic, fulfilling, or meaningful; and second, that in the end,
only friendhips last; only in the love
between friends can their be solace,

Concert Review:

New Forms of Jazz at Wesleyan

Get the great new taste
in mocha, coconut,
banana or
strawberry.

erous sound troubles, as well as
poor lighting. Unfortunately, this
seemed to detract from an otherwise excellent, though relatively
uninsoired performance. In addition, the large crowd never really
seemed to get involved in the show,
appearing to be more concerned
with general partying.
All in all, the group still was
able to show their extraordinary
talents, with the superb solos of
DeJohnette, Abercrombie and Foster being the most obvious examples. The group's format obviously
allows for a great deal of individual
expression and spontaneity.
Abercrombie seemed somewhat
more subdued than in some of his
most recent recorded work, making
extensive use of his echo box and
volume pedal to treat his guitar's
sound. As expected, his performance was superb.
Direction's set lasted a little over
an hour, including Flying Spirits
and Fantastic-two songs from
Untltled. The group's appearance
at Wesleyan would seen to be a
warmup for two upcoming shows
they are doing in New York and
Boston-appearances that are being
promoted by ECM (a West German

label that includes several other
progressive jazz artists). These
ECM festivals will feature a
number of groups including Gary
Burton, Ralph Towner, Eberhard
Weber, Terje Rypdal and others. In
the Hartford area, Path Metheny
(also on ECM) appeared at Mad
Murphy's a couple weeks ago, and
Gary Burton will do an instruction
demonstration at Integrity 'N Music (Wethersfield) on October 17th.
Gato Barbieri, a somewhat
better know performer was the
headliner—however, the crowd
seemed to thin out for his set.
Barbieri's set, also about an hour,
benefited by better cooperation
from the sound and light crews.
Barbieri's band exhibited more,
cohesion than Directions.-resulting
in a smooth, tight, Latin sound-a la
Carlos Santana.
Generally, it was quite an
enjoyable evening, with Direction's
spacier beats being the highlight in
my mind. Although McConaughty's floor left something to be
desired as far as seating comfort
goes, the Wesleyan Social Committee should be commended for
bringing two fine acts to the
Hartford area.

50' OFF
ONY ANY
•I *
UBLE MEAT
SUB
BRING THIS COUPON
OFFER EXPIRES 1 0 / 2 6 / 7 6

Famous Clean* l=oo«-B.ong sandwieheg
FEATURING

iUJoll II Holla AH
1HAM-PEPPEKONI GENOA BOLOGNA)

HOT
MEATBALLS
. AND SAUCE

The Portable Fatty:

COLE* CUT COMBO
IHAM'GENOA and 90UJCTIAI

SPICV ITALIAN
IPEPPERONI and GENOA)

PEPBPERONI
tSUBOffllV
ION A BOLL f o r t h e VEGETARIAN I

TUNA
ROAST BEEP
HAM
6ENOA
BOLOGNA
CHEESE

served with your cnolceof cheeseOnlons.Lertuce'OIII Pickle) Tomatoes
Green PepperS'SlackOllves-salt-Pepper and OH

30 FROOf AND READY TO GO
Kickers, 30 proof, ©1976, Kickers Ltd., Hartford, Conn,
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867 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE -HARTFORD
1258 BROAD STREET - HARTFORD
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Announcements
Meet the Candidates - Senate
Lowell Weicker
Gloria Sciiaeffer
On Thursday evening, October
14th at 9:00 p.m. in the Washington Room, MBOG presents Senator
Lowell Weicker. Senator Weicker
brought himself to the national
spotlight during the Watergate
hearing. He is currently running
for re-election to his Senate seat
against Gloria Schaeffer.

On Monday afternoon, October
18th at 12 p.m., Secretary of State
Gloria Schaeffer will speak in the
Washington Room.. She is currently
campaigning against Lowell Weicker for the Senate.

Fact Finders

Do you have about 10 hours
during the next two or three weeks
to help an. agency gather some
important facts?
Hartford has a number of group
The McDonough School, located two blocks from the Trinity homes which are residential facilcampus has a program of tutoring ities for troubled young people who
elementary school children on a are either under the jurisdiction of
one' to one basis during the time the courts or who have no other
they are in school from 9 a.m. to home to live in. Recently, a
Consorium of Group Homes has
1:30 p.m.
Can you give one hour a week to been formed under the direction of
Leonard Sengali. As a first step to
tutor a child in reading or math?
If you can, contact the co-ordin- exploring what possibilities for
ator Rev. Phillips Henderson, cooperation among the group
homes is feasible, the Consortium
247-6836.
Volunteer student tutors are wants to investigate several areas:
1. Improved communications
needed to work with Hispanic
elementary school children, one, within group homes, and between
two, or three afternoons a week. them.
2. Common approaches to dealThe program is run out of Sacred
Heart Church on Winthrop Street ing with governmental agencies.
Tuesday through Thursday from
3. Better public relations for
October 12 until May, 1977. If you group homes,
could spare an hour or two a week,
4. Development of realistic
please contact Peter Jessop, 246- funding strategies.
0076 or drop a note to Mac
5. Consolidation of purchasing.
Margolis, Box 1217.
In each of these areas students
would interview the directors of
each group home and other appropriate people to gather the necesOne of the most active Senior sary information which would then
Citizen Centers in Hartford, has be used to further develop common
recently been awarded a grant to approaches to similar problems
conduct an outreach program to the faced by all the group homes, •
more isolated elderly in Hartford
If you are interested please call
who live in rooming houses, Leonard Sengali, Executive Direcwelfare hotels and one room tor, Consortium of Group Homes,
apartments. The center plans to 522-5766.
contact and identify all the residents in their target area who are
sixty years and older, ascertain any
The Urban Studies Program of
needs with relation to services
Trinity College invites you to
available, and endeavor to bring
attend four "Tours" of Hartford in
people to the center, and/provide
the comfort of your home.
services to the homebound.
October 14: A political tour by
Student volunteers are needed
Peter Kelly, attorney and chairman
in all phases of this program
of the Hartford Democratic Town
including the planning. Students
Committee.
will be trained and work with
October 28: A social tour by
full-time staff personnel.
Sidney Gardner, consultant • with
This is an opportunity to work
the National Governor's Conferdirectly with the elderly and to help
ence and the White House Domesan agency become more effective.
tic Council.
For more information call Carol A.
November 11: A cultural tour by
Adil, Director, Services Performed
Susan Brown, arts editor for the
with the Aging, 278-7210.
Hartford Advocate—with accompaniment,

Tutors Needed

Senior Citizens

Hartford Tours

November 18: An architectural
tour by Tyler Smith, executive
director of the Hartford Architecture Conservancy.
All tours take place at 7:30 p.m.
at 70 Vernon St.

Vegas Night
Faculty, students and administration are cordially invited to
attent Trinity's version of a Las
Vegas casino.
On Saturday evening, October
16th at 8:30 p.m., the Washington
Room will be transformed by a
professional enterprise to rival the
atmosphere on Caesar's Palace,
the sands or the Sahara club.
Members of the faculty and
administration will be dealers. The
attire is semi-formal and alcoholic
refreshments will be served. For
the price of $1 you will be given a
small fortune in non-negotiable,
non-redeemable notes.
You can play black jack, wheel
of fortune, craps, roullette or poker
to the back-up music of a live band.
Your winnings may be used to bid
at the several auctions to be held
throughout the evening. Door
prizes of Chivas Regal will be
offered.

Venture Program
On Tuesday, 19 October 1976,
Ms. Candace Herene of the College
Venture Program (Foreign Placement Section) will be at Trinity to
interview students who are interested in such a placement abroad.
These placements have been undertaken by Trinity students in the
past and found to be most
constructive and rewarding. There
are placements in Germany,
France and England, Some are
paid and some are volunteer. In
Germany, one must have a command of the German language in
order to participate. Many of the
placements in France are in
business, chemistry or physics.
Students who are "interested
should read the literature available
in the Office of Educational Services and make an appointment
with Mrs. Kidder (Secretary, Office
of Educational Services).
'

Energy Lecture
Lynn Alan Brooks, Commissioner of Planning and Energy
Policy in the State of Connecticut
will speak on Connecticut's energy
situation and alternate sources of
energy, October 27, 4 p.m. at
McCook auditorium. The talk is
sponsored by freshman seminar,
"Energy Alternatives" and is

informal, and open to questions
and answers.

Food Co-op
There will be a Food Co-op
meeting this Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in Hamlin Hall, Among the items to
be discussed are selecting someone
to work sign-up for a month as well
as ordering grains and cheese.
Please add the following to your
order form: Apple cider and
plimpkins. The curious are wel-.
come.

Open Semester
There will be a meeting of,the
Student Dance Organization on
Tuesday October 12, 1976 in
Seabury 47 at 6:30 p.m. The
organization is open to anyone
interested in any or all forms or
dance and in bringing dance events
to Trinity. No previous dance
experience is necessary.

THE CIVIC CENTER
"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say 'hello' to Hy and Lil a t . . .

H&L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138
The closest package store to Trinity College!

Badminton

Yale Law

Dance Meeting

Barbieri Center

Uniiappy or empty spiritually?
mind.

f\
G

For free scapular, rosary and information, write P.O. Box 681
Hartford, Connecticut

r -4
'

DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15« for the
first line, 104 each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
10* a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD.
'

PkA&i
CLASSIFIED COUPON
Please print your ad clearly

at
"Heartwarming chili
(con came & vegetarian)"
236-3606
& am 9 pm 243 Zion St.

<7

wear the scapular and meditate with the rosaty for peace of > -,'

*

TUESDAY
TIMOTHY'S

U. of H. Talk

Meditation

A

AUTHENTIC FRENCH CREPES

Jazz Class
Sue Dickson, dance instructoi
at Connecticut College, will teach i
master class in jazz techniques ot
Wednesday, October 13 at 7:30 ir
Seabury 49. This is part of a series
of master classes on jazz styles
sponsored by the Dance Program.
Ms. Dickson has studied jazi
with such noted dancers as Waltei
Nicks and Daniel Nagrin. She has
also had extensive background ir
modern, ballet, and improvisation,
This workshop is open to all who
are interested in participating.

The International Student Union
of the University of Hartford
and the World Affairs Center are
sponsoring an address by the
ICS presents an informal lec- Honorable Robert Muller on Friture—meditation (Kirtan) and de- day, October 15 at 7:45 p.m. at the
licious (free) vegetarian dinner Grcer Auditorium, (Science Buildoffered by Satsvarupa das Gosvami ing), University of Hartford. Robert
and friends. Satsvarupa das Gos- Muller is the Director in charge of
vami is an American sannyasi coordinating the activities of all the
(rcnunciate) and author of Read- United Nations' specialized agenings In Vedic Literature. He is also cies. The topic of his address will
founder of Gurukula, an experi- be "The U.N. in Crisis: Options for
mental and controversial school for a more effective organization."
children, based upon Vedic spiri,tual concepts. He will speak on "A
Transcendental Conception of the
Self." Please come, listen, ask
There will be sign up sheets
questions and share our food With
posted
in Mather Hall a4n Ferris
us. Wednesday, Oct. 11, 7 p.m.,
for anyone interested in participatthe living room of 70 Vernon St.
ing in women's badminton. Both
doubles and singles tournaments
will be run. Deadline for signing up
James Thomas, Associate Dean is Wed., Oct. 20th. Tournaments
for admissions and Student Affairs will start the next week.
at the Yale Law.School, will be in
the Career Counseling Office on
Wednesday, October 13, 1976.
Dean Thomas will discuss not only
Yale but also admissions standards
There will be a meeting to
and procedures at other law schools discuss procedures related to study
as well. All seniors who are away from Trinity (whether foreign
considering law school can benefit study, study at another institution
from Dean Thomas' discussion in this counrty, or Open Semester)
sessions. Use the blue notebook in at 11:00 a.m. ont 20 October 1976
the Career Counseling Office to in Alumni Lounge of Mather
sign up. Campus Center. The purpose of the
meeting is to discuss Trinity
procedures for obtaining academic
credit and other logistical matters.
Application materials for Trin- This meeting is not for discussing
ity students who wish to apply for" the merits of individual programs
the spring term. 1977 are now (students should make an appointavailable. Please see Mrs. Kidder ment to see Dean Winslow about
(Secretary, Office of Educational such).
Services) and read the material in

&

EASYGQIN'
BANANA

the red folder labelled "The
Barbieri Center, Inc." in the
Reading Room of the Office oi
Educational Services if you wish to
be considered for participation nexi
spring.

Your name:
Address:.
' Telephone:
Payment enclosed:

I
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1-84EXIT5S-S1LVEH LANE-RQMRTS ST.
EA3T HARTFORD • 24HR. TEL INFO. M4'U1I)
ACflES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING tt* Honot MASTER CHARGE
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News Notes

Specialists & Importers

J

Norman Is That You?

Cross-Country Skis
and Accessories
Factory Prices on Rossignol Skis

"Burnt Offering"
Alice in Wonderland (x) Must I!

D.C. Semester
Several programs (focused, respectively, on national government, urban affairs, foreign policy,
international development, economic policy and American studies;
are sponsored in Washington, D.C.
by The American University. Trin-,-ity may nominate students to
participate in these programs, and
admission to date has not been
difficult.
Students interested in participating in (or finding out about) any
one of these programs for the
Trinity Term 1977 are urged to
consult with Dean Winslow no later
""than 22 October 1976. Applications
are due by 29 October 1976. There
is further information in an orange
folder in the Reading Room of the
Office of Educational Services.

_ Boston Chairman
Dr. Theodore D. Lockwood,
, president of Trinity College in
'
Hartford, Connecticut, has anl' u nounced the appointment of
1 George H. M. Rountree as the
Boston area chairman of the
College's $12 million fund-raising
campaign. Mr. Rountree is the
regional vice president of The
i Travelers Insurance Companies
' and a resident of Needham. Trinity
is seeking to increase the College's
endowment in the areas of faculty
salaries and student financial aid as
well as build an addition to the
Library.
Mr. Rountree, a 1948 graduate
of Trinity, is a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and has
I -received the Chartered Life Un'W^erwriter designation and a dipr
loma in agency management from
The American College of Life
"Underwriters.
As regional chairman, Mr.
1
Rountree will be directing the
• activities of volunteers contacting
• approximately 1700 Trinity alumni

and parents in the eastern Massachusetts and northern New England area. Founded in 1823, Trinity
is an independent, coeducational
liberal arts college with an enrollment of 1700 undergraduates.

Career Seminar
The Career Counseling Office
will sponsor a career exploration
seminar for students this fall. The
purpose of this group will be to
identify and talk about values,
interests, and skills as they relate
to career choice. Students who are
undecided about their career goals
and who would like to meet with
other students and Career Counseling staff to talk about career
planning are invited to participate
in the seminar.
The seminar is scheduled for
Thursday afternoons, 2 p.m.-4
p.m., October 21 through November 18, in the Committee Room,
Mather Campus Center. Advance
sign-up is required, and enrollment
will be limited, so call or come in to
the Career Counseling Office,
Seabury 45, Ext. 228/229 if you
would like to attend.

Mystic Program
This new program inaugurated
by Williams College and the Mystic
Seaport, is open to students in the
12-College Exchenge. Applications
to participate during either semester of the 1977-1978 academic year
must be made to the Office of
Educational Services on later than 7
January 1977. Fjease.note the early
date. Professor Sloan of Trinity's
Department of History is knowledgeable about the program in
general and the subject which it
will concentrate on.•:Students are
advised to read the literature (in
the orange folder) in the Office of
Educational Services Reading
Room before speaking wilh Dean
Winslow or Professor Sloan.

beiSyrs.

ft

Car Wash (starts Friday)

Caribou
[foam core with
waxable p-tex
bottoms; one
season's guarantee]

»& hioh school students.

cin&fTO

card now! save 3ft

college sport sho
Head * Davis ^Bancroft*
Wilson
V

For Sale
Four studded snow tires. Used three
months. Size 165x15. $40 for two.
Trinjty ext.432 Mrs. Kidder
1 pr. quartz hign beam headlights. $25.
Trinity ext, 432 Mrs. Kiddier ;; , ; ' ' V

Sales and Service

Benher
[no was step
ski with p-tex
bottoms; one
season's guarantee]

SPECIAL on SQUASH
RACQUETS $9.95 & up
114 New Britain Avenue

parR/treet
laundry

"Pong" Came for hookup to TV-J65.00 Part time help wanted to pump gas at
^-ontactTrinity ext. 432 Mrs. Kidder. ' Mobil Station, 234 Washington St.
(near Trinity) Sat. 4-10, and/or Sun.
10-4.
7 1 H°nda Motorcycle 125cc. Contact
249-0121.

jj'
Speakers 3-way with equalizer.
i,~'°°- Contact Mario Trinity Box
liJD

Eating Events
\
>ti-

^Prouting Out Vegetarian Cuisine,
ineKvegetarian's vegetarian restaurant.
u j " a learning experience in
fiartford, 20V; New Park Ave., Hart^^233-6536.
.
Bait /Svl"tS ^~a'e " a n o n "P r °fit alternate
| a | ery and vegetarian restaurant.
2 e r midnight music each night. 12-3
Un
.0424
' ° n Place' H a r t f o r d . 525"
ttier H a

a

I titm
" ' mega-profit organizai fot>rl- Pe ^' aliziri8 i n " e a s V ^ wolf down
Don,V Cotta Se cheese and salad is a
Z i a L l t e m f o r t h e ladies, massive'
1 sou|
ash for the gents.

List
pri ce
$65

Our
Price

$54

Package Prices on all Equipment
Any Ski Listed Above, with:

An Ideal Service for
STUDENTS
Same day service, in by 10
am, out by 4 pm
Clothes washed, dried,
folded, wrapped
880 Park St.-opposite Zion
249-2502

Suveren Touring Boot
[racing model used by
Billy Koch and the
U.S. Olympic Team]
Aluminum Poles
[cork handles,
adjustable strap]
Rottefella Start Binding

list

Price
$37.50
11.95

9.95

. Add them up or take our special:

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

$99.50 Complete!

$259
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISC

Guaranteed Fit
Send us your height, weight, and
shoe size. Installation and
shipping included.

. Round trip from ,
Hartford. Boston $269
Plus tax & service.

adventure travel
233 No. Pleasant St.
Amherst, Mass. 01002

in the

SKIHAUS
of Middlebury, Vermont
05753

802-388-4451

Free Brochure(413) 549-1256

Help Wanted

Part time openings either mornings,
afternoons 'or everiirigs. telephone
'sales work. Earn $4.50-7.75 per hour
based on salary plus.comrnission.You
must have a pleasant, clear-speaking
1%8 Chevy Carry-All. Good condition. telephone voice and an aggressive
pOO.00. 522-3652. Trinity Box 11. Ask nature. For more information, call
527-8300. . ...,.,...
,.__ ,:
for Bill. ,

ec

$65

Part time job-Earn money and free
trips. , Distribute on campus, travel
literature for America's largest student
travel organization. No investment
required. Work your.own hours. Call
d Q 1 9 7 :

Sony 4 Channel Reel to Reel tape deck .
rTC-2774. Perfect condition seldom
used. Asking $400.00 or reasonable
offer. 249-7896.
;.

""Station Wagon, Air/Power Brakes,
rower steering. Good condition.
^M.001 Call 521-2725.
•

$85

Discount Prices on German Skis

Contact us today.
Seats are limited.

Classified//1

S45.

[no wax mohair
strips; one
season's guarantee]

SQUASH AND TENNIS^
RACQUETCENTER

Our

List
Price
$65.

Services
Service on .TV or Stereo, Reliable and
inexpensive service. • Contact' Randy.
Trinity Box 768,
Auto owners! Get a complete tune-up
for only $8.00 from an experienced
mechanic. Call 247-4266.
Typing-will do accurate Job. Call Mrs.
Bernice Berman, 26 Ravenwood Road.
W. Hartford. 521-3511.

Lost and Found
Lost-small gold ring. U.S. Naval
Academy broken black opal stone. Lost
on. lower intramural football field,
9/14/76. REWARD. Contact P. Crosby
at Box 706 or 249-3942.
Lost - Two "Trinity" notebooks lost
from cubbyholes inside of Mather
Dining Hall One blue covered History
and one green covered Political Science
notebook. Please, contact ^Leslie l*AcCuaig if you find them. REWARD..Box
1859. Urgent!!!

575 Waterville Road
678-9978 days

Route 1 0 - Avon, Conn.
677-8427 eves.

X

SS NOW ACCEPTING ENROLLMENT FOR THBR
•Oualified Instruction in
all levels of Horsemanship

# FALL RIDING TERM

® Private and SemiPrivate Lessons ®

9 Day and evening group lessons 9
;

.

® Morning classes for ladies ©

[Enrollment limited to six students

per class]

EXCELLENT INDOOR ANDOUTDOOR FACILITIES
LEARN FROM THE PEOPLE WHO ARE PRODUCING
AT SHOWS WITH CHAMPIONS AT:
® Lake Placid

® Fannington [Children's SeivlcesJ

® Madison Square Garden

© West Palm Beach

® Fairfleld Hunt Club

© Ox Ridge

® Cleveland P.H.A.

® Harrisburg International K t c , Etc

TOP QUALITY B0ARDIN3

TRAtNINO
HU6H KERRSOAN, PROP.

HORSES SOLD
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Sports
TRINITY MASTERS WILLIAMS, BATES
by The Chief
Coming off a 24-0 whitewashing
of Bates,- the Trinity football
Bantams took their travelling show
to tiny Williamstown, Ma. to do
battle with the mighty Ephmen of
Williams. Perenially the Bantams'
toughest opponent, Williams was
attempting to rebound from a
heartbreaking 3-0 loss to Middle-

bury.
Thus, the stage was set for the
big showdown. Two ancient and
bitter rivals, one striving to maintain a perfect record; the other
trying to resume their winning
ways. To further intensify the
situation the Bants entered the
contest knowing that no Trintiy

Ducks Upset $*C*$*C»
— Gain Entry to N.E/s
by SuperD/uck

The Amazing Ducks proved that
they are a New England Powerhouse by posting three successive
league victories over perennial
challengers U.R.I., UConm.., and
1975 Div. II East Coast Champs
Southern Conn. State College.
Having accomplished this grandiose chore with eloquence, style,
and gut-drive; the Trinmen now
prepare to meet the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst at Home this Wednesday,
Oct. 13, at 7:30.
Trinity's victory over Rhode
Island at home on Sept. 29 was a
result of an intense and concentrated team effort. The relentless
deTense allowed only a modicum of
goals, owing to their persistent
pressure tactics and control of the
pace of the game, Through the
first two quarters of the game, a
defensive battle raged until the
scoring barrier was finally broken
by Scott. "The Barbarian" Mac
Donald. Within the final minutes of
play an exchange of goals occurred
wherein Rhode Island picked up
three tallies to one for Trinity by
David''Macho" Teichmann. •
Somewhat rejuvenated and
more keyed for second half action,
Trinity lost no time in re-establishing its reeminent position. The
Ducks pummelled the U.R.I, net
for six goals, while allowing only
two for the Rhodies. In the third
quarter, Mike "Bid Red" Hinton
and "Macho" Teichmann scored a'
goal apiece while kent "Moon E m "
Rcilly and Bob "Dough Boy"
Meyer riddled the net for two goals
apiece.
Last Thursday, Oct. 7, Trinity
ventured to the woodlands of Storrs
to grapple with the Huskies of
U.Conn for ah .important league
designated match. Starters Dave
Teichmann, Bob Meyer, Scott
MacDonald, Jimmy "Tiger Yee"
Bradt, Kent Reilly, Rob Calgi, and
supergoalie Frank Grubelich thundered to an 8-4 first quarter lead.
The Duck's strong defense again
stiffled the opposition. In the first
quarter, Reilly had 4 goals, Teichmann 3 goals, while Mac Donald
had a single tally. The half ended
with Trin ahead 11-8. Reilly,
Teichmann, and Calgi scored a goal
apiece in the second quarter.
The second half was equally as
impressive as Trinity surged ahead
to secure a 20-14 win. Second half
scoring sent as follows: Meyer and
Chris "Crewcut" Hillyer • a goa
apiec, Teichmann 2 goals, and
Reilly 5 barnburners. Grubelich
was outstanding once again in the
goal as he made 17 saves.
This last weekend Trin ventured to So. Conn. State College for
their invitational tournament. In
the first game. Trin beat a weak
Yale " B " team 11-7. Reilly scored
seven goals while Meyer, Hinton,
Hillyer and MacDonald had single
tallies.
In the next league-designated
game (the most important of the
• season) Trinity defeated Southern
Conn, for the first time in history.

Through the first quarter of play,
the tough Duck defense held the
potent Southern offense to only two
goals, Jim Bradt, Kent Reilly, Bob
Meyer, and Jeff Wagner played a
voracious defense. The offense, led
by Teichmann, Calgi, and MacDonald gave the Ducks the early
lead with Teichmann scoring three
net sizzlers. The first quartetended with Trin ahead, 3-2.
Defense spelled out the second
quarter as Frank Wobst, Chip
Giaville, and Bradt stultified the
So. Conn, offense once again.
Northam's dynamic duo of Teichmann and Meyer sliced the net for
a goal apiece The half ended with
Southern and Trin tied up at 5.
Trinity staggered through the
first three minutes of the third
quarter as Southern scored three
quick goals. However, the tide
turned when goalie Frank Grubelich, in a spectacular lunging move,
blocked a penalty shot. With this
new found shot of adrenalin,
Trinity pummelled through five
goals.
Teichmann
blistered.
through four goas while Meyer
added a single tally.
The fourth quarter provided the
most excitement of the season for
both teams. Southern spurted to
five straight goals, convertin an
8-10 .deficit at the end of the third
quarter to a 13-10 lead. Trin called
a time out with two minutes
remaining with the score still
13-10. The Ducks emerged from
their skull session like a school of
hungry sharks. Teichmann pounced on the goalie for a quick score
while Mike Hinton threw a fastball
by the flailing goalie to pull Trinity
to within one goal, 12-13. With 22
seconds remaining the ball came to
Teichmann, he pivoted around his
man and pummelled a goal through
the nets to knot the score up at
13-13. Southern Conn, called a time
out at this point to prepare strategy
for the last shot. A tough Trinity
defense dug in and stopped
Southern's offensive attempt. With
eight seconds left, goalie Frank
Grubelich blocked the weak Southern shot and threw it downpool to
Trin's offense. Then Mike Hinton,
with three seconds left, tickled the
twine with a perfectly placed lob
shot over the goalie's head and into
• the far corner of the goal, A
Southern Conn, final attempt was
negated as the Ducks upset the
New England and Eastern Div. II
Champs 14-13.
Join WRTC Sportscastcrs
Howard Garrel Pajil Cameron
MikeTinati
Jeff Sands
for complete coverage
of the
Trinity College vs.
Middlebiiry College
home football game
at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 16,1976
on
WRTC 89.3 FM
RADIO TRINITY

for the record
Sr. defensive back Dave Jancarski was named to the Division 111
ECAC team of the week following
his efforts in the Bates game last
week. In particular, he had a
blocked punt and a run-back of an
interception 46 yards for a touchdown. These proved to be key plays
in the Bantams' win over Bates.

team has beaten Williams since
1970. In 1974, the only Bantam
defeat was at the hands of the
Ephmen. However, last Saturday
the Bants were not to be denied as
they sweetly shut-out Williams
16-0.
Trinity opened the scoring with
10:44 remaining in the first quarter. They assumed control on the
Williams 16 after the Bantams'
kickoff and defensive units trapped
Williams deep in their own territory following the opening kick-off.
A nine yard Williams punt gave the
Bants their ideal field position.
However, the field conditions and
weather all but paralyzed both
teams offensively; wind gusts of up
to 55 MPH and constant heavy
rains made for unsure footing and a
slick ball. Nevertheless, the Bants
capitalized on the early break as
running backs Jrs. Larry Moody
and Mike Brennan muscled their

way to the Williams one. On fourth
down, Sophmore Bill McCandless
was called upon to boot a 19 yard
field goal. The successful kick was
all the scoring in the first half.
In the second half, the rain
stopped and the sun came out Jp
shine on the blue and gold. Senior
Tony Trivella returned a Williams
punt in the third quarter from the
Bantam 48 to the Williams 22. A
personal foul on the play gave the
Bants first and ten at the Williams
eleven yard line. Brennan capped
the short drive with a dynamic head
first leap over the Ephmen line.
Brennan's one yard T.D. run and
the P.A.T. by McCandless upped
the score to 10 zip.
However, the second half was
dominated by "the Big D,"
Defense. Ephmen backs were
continually battered and bruised by
the bone crunching jolts of the
Bantam Defensive mob. Linebackers Sr. Mike Lawrence and his
partner in crime, Soph. Joe Delano
continually stuffed the Ephmen
with their super-aggressive play.
Defensive Ends, Sr. Tri-Captains
Ricky Uluski and Don Grabowski
played their usual solid game while
Defensive tackles Sr. John.Griglun,
Fr. Moose Poulin and middle guard
Soph. Barry Dorfman provided an
excellent middle pass rush.
In the fourth quarter, Trinity
broke the game wide open. With
1:29 left Jr. Robbie Claflin took a

r

Williams punt on his own 46 and
scurried up the right sideline
behind a host of Bantam Mockers.
Claflin's brilliant 56 yard score left
a dejected Williams squad with no
chance for victory as they hopelessC
ly watched their six year mastery of
Trinity gleefully halted by the
powerhouse'76 Bantams.
Bants notes-jr. Mike Brennan
who doubles as a punter has done
an excellent job. this season averaging just less than 40 yards a kick.
His 58 yarder Saturday got the
Bants out of a deep hole and kept
the Ephmen out of scoring ranger
Senior Tri-Captain Pat Heffernan
led Bantam backs for the third
week in a row. Against Williams he
amassed 58 yards in 16 tries...The
rugged Bantam defense has pitched 10 consecutive shut-out quar-~
ters. They haven't allowed a point"
since the second quarter of the
Bowdoin game...Defensive back
Sr. Dave Jancarski deserves special
mention for being named to the
E.C.A.C. team last week for his
efforts vs. Bates...The team wishes
to express its thanks to the many
fans who made the long journey to
Williamstown and supported the
team despite the terrible weather
conditions...Next Saturday, the
Bants take on undefeated Middlebury at Jesse field in what could be
the biggest game of the year.
Continued fan support would be
greatly appreciated.

X-Country Slips By Conn., Succumbs to Keene St.
by Jaiie Terry
The Trinity cross' country runners opened their 1976 season last
week with meets against Keene
State, Connecticut College, and a
tri-meet against Williams and
Union. On Saturday, October 2,
Trinity met Keene State on home
grounds. From the start Keene
State dominated the Trinity runners by a wide margin. Although
the competition proved overwhelming, the coaches were satisfied
with the times turned in by Trinity.
Captain Danny Howe led the team
across the finish line with a time of
28:19. He was followed by Jon
Sender, Alex Sherwopk Pat Hallisey, Jim Garrahan, Paul Rasmussen and Tim Phelan. Two Keene

Women's Tennis:
True to Form
by Melissa Lover
Three more victories: were
added to the women's tennis
team's '76 record as they defeated
Miss Porter's School, Tufts University and Springfield U., 9-0, 7-2,
and 6-3. (The match against Brown
on September 27 was rained out
and will be rescheduled).
Even though Trinity won all its
matches in the two sets, excellent
tennis was enjoyed by both teams
when Trinity played Miss Porter's
School (a local prep school) on
September 29.Tufts lost on the biting cold and
cloudy second day of October, with
all of Trinity's top singles players
winning in straight-sets. The top
tvvo doubles teams lost their
matches in three sets but the third
doubles team of Beth Thrasher and
Janice Meagher fought out a close
match and won, 7-5, 7-5.
Despite tough competition from
Springfield three days later
(Springfield defeated Tufts by the
same score as Trinity earlier in the
season) Trinity's top five singles
players and the first doubles team
won their matches handily.
The next home match for the
team will be against Mount Holyoke on October 19 at 4:00.

Sate runnes tied for first place at
26:07. Unfortunately one of Trinity's top runners, John Sandman, v
was out of action with an injured
ankle. Freshman Gary Cohen was
hurt durning the race a missed the
next two meets.
The contest with Connecticut
College was more evenly matched.
Danny Howe and John Sandman
paced the runners and captured'the
first and second place spots with
times of 28:26 and 28:52, respectively. John Senter and Alex
Sherwood also finished impressively. After sprinting to victory, Howe
remarked, "This is the first cross
country race I've ever won."
Connecticut College also entered
one woman in the race. Although
she finished the 5.1. mile course last
at 37:07, she made a ver respectable showing. Trinity won the
meet by a final score of 22-36.

The Bantams did not fare as
well in the tri-meet against Williams and Union last Saturday
afternoon at Williams. Danny
Howe was the only Trinity runner
to finish among the top ten.
Despite the heavy downpour the
winner, Kelb from Williams, finished the 4,8 mile course with a
good time of 26:18. Williams beat
both Trinity and union by placing
six runners in the top nine spots.
Coach. Walde commented tha "considering the weather conditions-*
and the stiff competition, the
results were to be expected."
Looking ahead, Trinity faces
Wesleyan this Wednesday in Middletown. The next home meet is on
November 23 against Quinnipiac;
in the interim Trinity will take on
UHart next Saturday at 12 noon.
Wald indicated that teh Bantams
should have a" good shot at defeating both Quinnipiac and U Hart.

Frosh Swamp Williams
by Richard Stevenson
The Trinity freshman football
team opened their season last
Saturday by swamping Williams
17-6 in a downpour.at the loser's
field.
Workhorse fullback Jim Rickert
powered his way through the mud
and the Williams defense for 68
yards in 22 carries, and QB Len
Lortie ran for 49 yards and a TD to
lead the Baby Bant's offense. The
Trinity defensive squad continued
its superlative play, and gave up a
touchdown only on the final play of
the game
The only down note in the frosh
victory was a second half injury to
Lortie. Coach Chet McPhee expressed concern about possible loss
of the first string QB due to a
kneeee injury, although his backup, Dave Gatenby, looked impressive, picking up 31 yards running,
and a TD. At this time the extent of
Lortie's injury is not known.
Lortie opened the scoring for
Trinity on a one yard run to cap a 53
yard drive late in the first half. The
key break in that drive was a 43

yard pass interference call against -i
Williams. The extra point attempt
by Tom Hernquist was good, and
Trin led ajt the half 7-0.
In the third quarter a Bantam
drive stalled on the Williams 30
yard line. Kicker Hernquist converted on the field goal try, and
Trinity led 10-0.
Trin's final score came in the
fourth quarter when backup QB
Gatenby scampered outside for 15
yards and 6 points. The extra point
' attempt hit the crossbar, bounced
up and over, and the Bants led
17-0.
Trinity's big bad " D " lost their
shutout on a fluke play-the last of
the game, the Williams QB lofted a
desperation pass as he scrambled
away from several Trin defenders.
Somehow it fell into the hands of
his receiver in the end zone as the
clock ran out to put Williams on the
Scoreboard. The extra point attempt failed and the game ended
with Trinity on top 17-6.
Freshman football plays its
home opener this Friday, Oct. I5i
against Springfield at 3:0Q p.m.
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